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ABSTRACT 
 
Spiny softshell turtles (Apalone spinifera) occur at the northwest limit of their range in Lake 
Champlain. This species, although widespread across North America, is listed as threatened in Vermont 
due to habitat destruction and disturbances of anthropogenic origin. The population of spiny softshell 
turtles in Lake Champlain is isolated from other North American populations and is considered as an 
independent management unit.  Efforts to obtain information on the biology of spiny softshell turtles in 
Lake Champlain precede 1936 with conservation measures being initiated in 1987.  
 
Methods of studying spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain have included direct observation, 
mark-recapture, nest beach monitoring, winter diving, and radio telemetry.  Each of these approaches has 
provided some information to the sum of what is known about A. spinifera in Lake Champlain.  For 
example major nesting beaches, hibernacula, and home range size have been determined.  Currently spiny 
softshell turtles primarily inhabit two areas within Lake Champlain, Missisquoi Bay and the mouth of the 
Lamoille River. However, the population structure and gene flow between spiny softshell turtles inhabiting 
the Lamoille and Missisquoi regions remained unknown.      
 
A GIS model was created and tested in order to identify additional nesting beaches used by spiny 
softshell turtles along the Vermont shores of Lake Champlain.  Although some additional small potential 
nesting beaches were found, no additional major nesting sites were found. The GIS model identified the 
mouth of the Winooski River (the site of a historical population) as potentially suitable nesting habitat; 
however, no evidence of spiny softshell turtle nesting was found at this site.  
 
A series of methods developed for collecting molecular and population genetic data about spiny 
softshell turtles in Lake Champlain are described, including techniques for DNA extraction of various 
tissue types and the design of new primers for PCR amplification and sequencing of the mitochondrial 
control region (mtD-loop). Techniques for circumventing problems associated with DNA sequence 
alignment in regions of a variable numbers of tandem repeats (VNTRs) and the presence of heteroplasmy 
within some individuals are also described. The mtD-loop was found to be a suitable marker to assess the 
genetic structure of the Lake Champlain population of spiny softshell turtles.  No significant genetic sub-
structuring was found (FST=0.082, p=0.223) and an indirect estimate of the migration rate between 
Lamoille and Missisquoi regions of Lake Champlain was high (Nm>5.576). 
 
In addition to consideration of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain, the mtD-loop was modeled across 
46 species in 14 families of extant turtles.  The primary structure was obtained from DNA sequences 
accessed from GenBank and secondary structures of the mtD-loop were inferred, (from thermal stabilities) 
using the program Mfold, for each superfamiliy of turtles. Both primary and secondary structures were 
found to be highly variable across the order of turtles; however, the inclusion of an AT-rich fold (secondary 
structure) near the 3’ terminus of the mtD-loop was common across all turtle families considered.  The 
Cryptodira showed conservation in the primary structure at regular conserved sequence blocks (CSBs), but 
the Pluerodira displayed little conservation in the primary structure of the mtD-loop. Overall, greater 
conservation in secondary structure than primary structure was observed in turtle mtD-loop.  The AT-rich 
secondary structural element near the 3’ terminus of the mtD-loop may be conserved across turtles due to it 
serving a functional role during mtDNA transcription. 
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CHAPTER 1. IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL SPINY SOFTSHELL TURTLE 
(APALONE SPINIFERA) NESTING BEACHES IN LAKE CHAMPLAIN, VERMONT  
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The spiny softshell turtle (Apalone spinifera) is threatened in Vermont due, in 
part, to habitat loss and disturbance of anthropogenic origin.  This study presents a series 
of indirect measures of the population status of A. spinifera by investigating past and 
present habitat suitability through the use of GIS (geographical information systems), 
field monitoring, and aerial photo analysis. The GIS analysis and field monitoring 
confirmed that few beaches, suitable for A. spinifera nesting, exist in addition to those 
already known to conservation officers.  The aerial photo analysis demonstrated that high 
levels of boat traffic and the development of the Lake Champlain shoreline appear to 
limit habitat usage by A. spinifera. All three methods suggest that most of the spiny 
softshell turtle nesting effort in Lake Champlain is crowded onto a few remaining 
suitable beaches.  Nesting beach number has decreased and nesting beach character has 
changed over time as a result of human settlement expansion.   
 
INTRODUCTION      
Earth’s terrestrial biomes are disappearing as a result of anthropogenic 
modifications of the natural environment. As the global human population now exceeds 7 
billion individuals, the spatial expansion of human settlements affects every terrestrial 
biome (Hoekstra et al. 2005).  As a result of human population expansion and habitat 
modification, many species are facing habitat loss.  Some species are becoming 
threatened as a result of the loss of critical habitat. Aquatic turtles face extraordinary 
challenges pertaining to habitat loss as their critical habitat includes both aquatic and 
terrestrial habitat. 
The softshell turtles of North America (Apalone) are freshwater riverine species 
that require water with high levels of dissolved oxygen (Reese et al.  2003). These turtles 
tend to spend the majority of their time submerged in water (Plummer et al. 1997), 
leaving the water only for seasonal nesting and occasional basking.  They are very wary 
of predators and do not tolerate high human traffic (Parren pers. comm.). 
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Three species of softshell turtles occur in North America: A. ferox, A. mutica, and 
A. spinifera (Weisrock & Janzen 2000). The spiny softshell turtle (A. spinifera) includes 
seven subspecies: A. s. spinifera (eastern spiny softshell turtle) A. s. hartwegi (western 
spiny softshell turtle), A. s. aspera (Gulf Coast spiny softshell turtle), A. s. atra (black 
spiny softshell turtle), A. s. pallida (pallid spiny softshell turtle), A. s. guadalupensis 
(Guadalupe spiny softshell turtle), and A. s. emoryi (Texas spiny softshell turtle) 
(McGaugh et al.  2008). The eastern spiny softshell turtle (A. s. spinifera), ranges from 
the perimeter of the Great Lakes west to Minnesota and south along the east bank of the 
Mississippi River until the southern border of the range along the southern border of 
Tennessee. The range continues northeast along the west edge of the Appalachian 
Mountain range into western New York State (Figure 1). The northeastern-most portion 
of the eastern spiny softshell turtle’s range is isolated to Lake Champlain (McGaugh et 
al.  2008).  
Recognized threats to the survival of Apalone spinifera in Lake Champlain 
include habitat destruction and disturbance (Babbitt 1936), nest parasitism and predation 
(Parren et al. 2009) (which results in high hatchling mortality and low recruitment), and 
to a lesser degree, pollution, disease, and harvesting (Galois & Ouellet 2007, Galois et al.  
2002).  
There are two known extant populations of A. spinifera within Lake Champlain. 
One population is located at the mouth of the Lamoille River (Graham & Graham 1997) 
and the other population at the mouth of the Missisquoi River (Figure 2). The Missisquoi 
population spans international borders as it encompasses territory in the province of 
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Quebec, Canada as well as in the state of Vermont, USA. The estimates of population 
ranges are based on sampling localities of field survey efforts (Galois et al.  2002).  
Historically, a population was known to exist at the mouth of the Winooski River; 
however, that population has been extirpated, probably as a result of substantial human 
settlement of that area (Babbitt 1936). Because human alteration of A. spinifera habitat 
may be detrimental to the persistence of spiny softshells, increased awareness and the 
need for conservation of this species in Lake Champlain has been realized (Parren et al.  
2009).  
The species was listed as threatened in the state of Vermont in 1987, federally 
listed in Canada in 1991, and was listed in the province of Quebec in 2000 (Parren et al.  
2009). After being listed as threatened, a series of field studies were conducted in order to 
characterize the life history of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain. Seasonal habitat usage, 
including mating, nesting, basking, feeding, and over-wintering habitat have been 
investigated by the use of radio telemetry (Galois et al.  2002), beach monitoring (Parren 
Pers. comm.), and winter diving (Parren et al.  2009). 
Radio tagging efforts identified major hibernacula used by spiny softshell turtles 
in Lake Champlain and provided an estimate of seasonal habitat usage and home range 
size each sex (Graham & Graham 1997; Galois et al.  2002). In addition to habitat usage, 
estimates of population size have been made using sight surveys and tagging.  The 
estimate of population size based on these methods is 124 individuals (Parren et al.  
2009). The sex ratio appears to be biased toward females with a ratio of 4:1 female to 
male (Parren et al.  2009). Additionally, estimates of population size have been made 
based on the number of nests per season, which is a proxy for the number of breeding 
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females within a given season.  The estimated number of breeding females in the 
Champlain population of A. spinifera is approximately 50 females (Parren, Pers. comm.).   
Despite roughly twenty-two years of monitoring, much is still unknown about A. 
spinifera in Lake Champlain. Most of the aforementioned studies suffered from low 
statistical power as sample sizes were small.  Logistical problems have also been 
common throughout efforts to study A. spinifera in Lake Champlain.  For example, a 
2009 mark-recapture effort was plagued by low trap success (6 captures, 0 recaptures in 
11,000 trap hours). Likewise, estimates of breeding female turtles, made from nesting 
surveys, are biased by seasonal variation among years. For example, a flooding event of a 
major nesting site would likely make it impossible to survey a large portion of beach that 
had been a popular nesting site in previous years.  As a result, the estimate of breeding 
females would be much lower than in other years.  It would be difficult to know whether 
turtles nested on other beaches or if their nests were destroyed by the flood waters. 
Having knowledge of alternative nesting sites would allow for a more comprehensive 
sampling and a more accurate estimate of breeding females. 
The aim of this study was to increase the knowledge and understanding of A. 
spinifera life history and population status data by identifying and assessing nesting 
beaches on the Vermont shores of Lake Champlain. Investigation of regional nesting 
habits, nesting success, and land use of the Lake Champlain shore by A. spinifera by 
monitoring the known nesting beaches and by identifying unknown beaches would 
provide insight into the magnitude of nesting effort by spiny softshell turtles in Vermont. 
One criterion for listing the spiny softshell turtle as threatened in Vermont was 
based on the abundance and distribution, as well as the nesting success rate of the turtles. 
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Protection of nesting habitat of the spiny softshell turtle is of the utmost importance as 
predation by mammals on eggs has been shown to decrease the recruitment of individuals 
to the population (Czech & Gibbs 2008). By identifying, fencing, caging, and monitoring 
nesting beaches, as well as by trapping predators, the negative effects of predation can be 
mitigated (Parren et al.  2009). A goal of the Vermont Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtle 
Recovery Plan (Parren et al. 2009) is to have more than 200 nests produced per season, 
with 50 of those nests having successful emergence.  
Another focus of conservation of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain is dealing with 
the loss of habitat.  The reduction of available nesting beaches as well as basking and 
foraging habitat by human development of the Champlain Lakeshore can be 
demonstrated through longitudinal studies of aerial photographs of key habitat areas. 
Nesting beaches have been identified in regions near both the Lamoille (Graham 
& Graham 1997) and Missisquoi (Galois et al. 2002) river mouths. Those beaches are 
currently monitored in the fall hatching season to determine the abundance and success 
rate of nests. Additional nesting sites could be discovered though the use of Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS). By identifying attributes of the known nesting beaches and 
applying a search query spanning the Lake Champlain shoreline, new nesting beaches 
may be identified. Extending monitoring efforts to beaches that match criteria of known 
beaches may produce a more comprehensive sampling of potential nesting beaches and 
may add additional samples to studies of nest success, location, and abundance.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Orthophotos 
Aerial photos from two periods in time were compared in order to document the 
change in spiny softshell habitat availability. The earliest aerial photos of the Vermont 
shoreline of Lake Champlain were taken in August of 1937 and cover only Chittenden 
County.  A comprehensive collection of these photos was downloaded through the 
Bailey-Howe Library, University of Vermont (UVM). Additionally, the most recent 
National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) photos on file at Vermont Center for 
Geographic Information (VCGI) were accessed.  These photos were taken between mid 
August and late September of 2011.  The Chittenden County shoreline, with emphasis on 
the Winooski River mouth, the Lamoille River mouth, and the Missisquoi River mouth 
were the foci of the photo compilation. The photographs of the Lake Champlain shoreline 
from 1937 were then compared to those from 2011.  Special attention was paid to habitat 
changes related to those threats to survival (such as human development of natural 
habitat, the introduction of pollution sources, and evidence of increased boat traffic) 
listed in the Vermont Eastern Spiny Softshell Turtle Recovery Plan (Parren et al.  2009) in 
order to infer what factors may have contributed to the extirpation of the Winooski River 
population of spiny softshell turtles. 
 
GIS Analysis 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) layers were analyzed using ArcGIS 10.0 
software (Environmental Systems Research Institute). Nine data layers were identified on 
the VCGI website (http://vcgi.vermont.gov/) and complied into an ArcGIS Geodatabase 
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working folder (Table 1). A query across the entire known range of spiny softshell turtles 
in VT was performed for the purpose of characterizing nesting beaches using GIS 
technology. The query parameters were based on attributes of the two major known 
nesting beaches (Sandy Point and Lamoille Delta).  
By selecting polygons from the data layers listed in Table 1, habitat features of 
beaches known to currently support spiny softshell turtle nests were modeled. The search 
criteria for constructing these polygons included soils that were poor in nutrient content, 
characteristic of loam soils. These soils will not support much vegetation which in turn 
will leave open sand or rocky substrates that are ideal for spiny softshell turtle nesting. 
Also, land with low slope and frequent flooding allows access for turtles as well as 
periodic disturbance of the substrate by ice-scour in winter months. In addition to 
substrate data layers, a VCGI hydrology layer supplied the lake shore boundaries.  This 
layer was useful in focusing the search query on river and lake shore beaches located 
within 50 meters of Lake Champlain. 
After designing a query to identify appropriate beaches, additional layers were 
added for the purpose of ranking the identified potential nesting beaches by suitability. A 
Vermont public land layer as well as an E911 layer was added in order to identify public 
lands and point locations of houses. Public land polygons that occurred further than 1.6 
km from the lake shore were excluded. A new layer which contained only those buildings 
that fell within the previously identified potential nesting beach polygons was created. 
A field was added to the newly created layer which would represent the number 
of buildings per polygon. The suitability of each potential nesting site as it related to 
building number was graduated by color. Potential nesting beach polygons with no 
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buildings were labeled with green, those with 1-3 buildings were labeled as yellow, those 
with 4-9 buildings were labeled with orange, and those potential nesting beaches with 10 
or more buildings were labeled with red (Figures 3-7). 
 
Ground-Truthing 
 After the GIS analysis was completed, in the early summer of 2011 those 
potential beaches identified as being highly suitable for turtle nesting (Missisquoi River 
and Charcoal Creek, Rock River, Sand Bar State Park, Sand Bar National Wildlife 
Management Area, the Winooski River, Otter Creek, and Lewis Creek and Little Otter 
Creek) were visited.  More than 84 kilometers along the banks of rivers and creeks as 
well as along the shores of Lake Champlain were surveyed by canoe.  Research crews 
frequently disembarked to survey the substrate at each potential nesting site.  A GPS unit 
(Garmin eTREK) was used to track travel routes as well as to mark points of interest, 
including areas with potential for nesting and where turtle activity was observed. 
 
RESULTS  
Orthophotos 
Several major changes in the landscape were observed between 1937 and 2011 in 
the Winooski River mouth and Mallets Bay area photos. Changes in the Winooski River 
area included the addition of a boat ramp, the expansion of a Colchester neighborhood, 
the loss of a beach north of what is now Delta Park (currently the edge of a Colchester 
neighborhood), the replacement of the sandy banks of Winooski River with sea-wall 
construction, the addition of a water treatment plant roughly 0.8 km from the end of 
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North Avenue, and the formation of a delta beach at the north end of the mouth of the 
Winooski River (Figures 8 & 9). 
Changes in Mallets Bay between 1937 and 2011 included increased settlement of 
the area, especially the shoreline (Figure 10).  A major increase in the number of docks 
and moorings was the most striking landscape change over time in this region (Figure 
11). Additionally, a sandy beach south and west of the opening of Mallets Bay which 
appeared to be present in 1937 was lost by 2011 (Figure 10).  Although no historical 
photos of Missisquoi or Lamoille River regions were available from 1937, recent aerial 
photos (2011) showed that the lake and river shorelines as well as the land surrounding 
these regions remained mostly undeveloped (Figures 12 & 13).   
 
GIS Model and Ground-Truthing  
In total, forty-eight polygons were identified by the GIS query as suitable nesting 
sites.  All beaches identified matched the habitat attributes of the known nesting beaches 
at Sandy Point & the Lamoille Delta (which served as a control for the GIS query). These 
beach polygons were spread across the entire extent of the Lake Champlain shoreline. 
Most of the resulting polygons occurred in four regions: the Missisquoi Bay Region, 
which includes the mouth of the Missisquoi River, the Champlain Island Region, the 
River Region, which includes the mouths of the Lamoille and Winooski rivers as well as 
Mallets Bay, and the southernmost region, which encompasses the mouths of Otter Creek 
and Little Otter Creek.  
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Missisquoi Bay Region 
The Missisquoi Bay Region included the mouth of the Missisquoi River, which is 
known to be the habitat that supports a great majority of the Champlain population of 
spiny softshell turtles (Parren et al. 2009). The banks of the Missisquoi River resulted in 
identification as highly suitable nesting beach areas (Figure 4). Additionally, this land is 
protected as part of the Missisquoi National Wildlife Refuge, so human impact by way of 
building development or other activity is unlikely.  Rock River was also identified by the 
GIS analysis as having potentially suitable nesting habitat; however, upon visiting this 
site the banks of the river were muddy and the land surrounding the river banks was 
flooded or marshy. 
The Missisquoi River banks were also found to be mostly muddy and abutting 
marshes or flooded timber; however, there were a few areas where deposits of sand or 
gravel were found.  Two fairly sizeable non-vegetated, dry, and elevated beaches that 
could serve as nesting locations were detected along the banks of the Missisquoi River 
area (Figure 14, umbrella symbols). Two adult spiny softshell turtles were observed 
basking on the east bank of Charcoal Creek, across the water from one such suitable 
beach on private property (Figure 14, yellow X symbol). 
 
Champlain Islands Region 
Analysis of the Champlain Islands region detected a large number of small 
suitable nesting beaches (Figure 5). However, the beaches were almost all on private land 
and many had at least a few buildings in close proximity. Therefore this region was not 
visited for ground-truthing. 
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River Region 
The Lamoille River mouth is known to support a portion of the Champlain 
population of spiny softshell turtles (Graham & Graham 1997). Beach identification and 
suitability analysis detected highly suitable beaches along the north fork of the Lamoille 
River mouth as well as the Lamoille Delta (Figure 6). Much of this area is also protected 
by state and federal governments land ownership. 
Ground-truthing of the Lamoille River mouth resulted in the verification of some 
suitable nesting area along the north side of the north fork of the Lamoille River (Figure 
15).  Additionally there was an extensive open sandy beach along the northern edge of 
Sand Bar State Park; however, this area receives intense human pressure in the form or 
recreational usage at the state park. 
The Mallets Bay area appears to be of high suitability as much area falls into the 
highest and second highest suitability ranking level (Figure 6). The Mallets Bay polygons 
which were highlighted by the GIS query are inaccessible expect by water from the open 
lake.  It was not possible to reach this area by canoe due to rough water and because 
access by land was blocked by private land owners.   
The Winooski River area is cited as part of the historical range of the eastern 
spiny softshell turtle (Babbitt 1936); however, the local population is thought to be 
extirpated. The land features near the mouth of the Winooski River, excluding human 
development, are ideal for nesting beach habitat. The polygon highlighted in green in 
Figure 6 (along the Winooski river banks) was expected to be a productive nesting site 
because this area was identified as not having any buildings nearby.  
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A survey of the shores in the Winooski River area revealed that nearly the entire 
north shore of the peninsula north of the mouth of the Winooski River appears to be 
suitable nesting habitat (Figure 16 & 9a).  Wide open dry and sandy beaches with easy 
access from the water stretched for more than 0.4 km.  Both snapping turtles (Chelydra 
serpentina) and painted turtles (Chrysemys picta) were found to use these nesting beaches 
by direct observation and nest monitoring, however; no evidence of spiny softshell turtle 
nesting was observed. 
 
Southernmost Region 
The southernmost region in the analysis included the mouth of Otter Creek 
(Figure 7). This water body is slow-moving and is unlikely to fulfill the winter habitat 
requirements of the spiny softshell turtle; however, if pressured for space, it is possible 
that some females could use this habitat for nesting. Upon visiting these two sites, and 
paddling along the banks of Lewis Creek, Otter Creek, Little Otter Creek, and nearby 
Champlain lakeshores, only two small potential nesting areas were discovered (Figures 
17 & 18).  The gravel beach on the shore of Fields Bay appeared to be suitable for A. 
spinifera nesting; however, this site was on private land (Figure 18). The other beach 
(identified in Figure 17) was determined to be unsuitable due to insufficient sun 
exposure. 
 
DISCUSSION 
It was hypothesized that the reduction of available nesting, basking, and foraging 
habitat by human development of the Lake Champlain shoreline could be demonstrated 
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through a longitudinal study of aerial photographs of key habitat areas. Although these 
data could not be controlled sufficiently for a quantitative analysis, trends in habitat 
quality and quantity did emerge. The oldest aerial photo imagery of the Vermont lake 
shore is from 1937 and covers only Chittenden County. These photographs, taken in 
August of 1937, show more beach area and less shoreline development compared to 2011 
photographs of nearly the same area at the same time of year (August-September).  At the 
times when the 1937 and 2011 photos were taken, Lake Champlain was neither in a flood 
nor a drought stage.   Even though many potentially confounding environmental 
differences between 1937 and 2011 cannot be addressed because of the lack of 
comprehensive photo records dating back to 1937, these two snapshots in time show 
marked differences in habitat features.  
 
Winooski River Mouth and Mallets Bay Area 
Time has brought increased human settlement to the Winooski River mouth 
region (Figures 8 & 9).  The addition of the boat ramp on the Winooski River as well as 
the increase in the number of docks and marinas in Mallets Bay (Figures 10 & 11) 
undoubtedly caused an increase in human disturbance of spiny softshell turtle habitat in 
the form of boat traffic. Boat traffic tends to disturb the regular activities of A. spinifera 
(Parren, pers. comm.) and is a major source of mortality among adult turtles (Galois & 
Ouellet 2007). Boat traffic (Mastran et al.  1994) as well as residential development and 
the construction of the water treatment plant likely also contributed to pollution (Marti et 
al. 2004) of the waters of both Mallets Bay and the Winooski River mouth. Pollution 
from such sources has been demonstrated to negatively affect turtles (Van Meter et al. 
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2006).  Construction of residential neighborhoods near the shoreline as well as beachfront 
properties likely also contributed to the local extinction of the Winooski River population 
of spiny softshell turtles.  The construction of shorefront properties commonly includes 
the construction of seawalls, which deny beach access to spiny softshells by directly 
excluding them. The seawalls also prevent natural ice scour as well as the natural 
movement of beach sediment (Wood 1988).  In addition to changing the physical 
structure of the shoreline, the construction of residential neighborhoods near the 
lakeshore has also increased the amount of human foot traffic on Lake Champlain 
beaches and may have increased the rate of mammalian predation on turtle nests (Parren 
et al. 2009). 
The increase of human settlement of the Champlain shoreline combined with the 
loss of beach area appears to have reduced the amount of suitable habitat for spiny 
softshell turtles (Figures 8-11).  Although no exact date of extirpation of the Winooski 
River population has been defined, by 1936, Babbitt considered spiny softshell turtles to 
be rare in this area.  It can therefore be concluded that A. spinifera disappeared from the 
Winooski River mouth region between 1936 and 1987 (when the species received a 
protected status). If Babbitt’s (1936) explanation was accurate in citing hooking 
mortality, nest predation and pollution from nearby cities as challenges to spiny softshell 
turtle survival, then the addition of human settlement and the destruction of natural 
habitat near the Winooski River mouth certainly did not help the survival of this 
population. 
In addition to the challenges to survival of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain, like 
pollution and habitat loss, the increased settlement of the Mallets Bay area, including 
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development of the lakeshore into marinas and the increase of boat traffic (which was 
identified as a cause of mortality of spiny softshell turtles by Galois & Ouellet (2007)), 
may have formed a barrier of human disturbance between populations occupying suitable 
habitat at the Lamoille and Winooski river mouths. This barrier may have acted to 
decrease the rate of spiny softshell turtle migration between Lamoille and Winooski 
River mouth areas, thus isolating the Lamoille population from the Winooski population. 
Without the possibility of recruitment to the Winooski population by turtles migrating 
from the Lamoille population, further development at the mouth of the Winooski River 
may have eventually contributed to the extirpation of the population of spiny softshell 
turtles at this site.  
 
Lamoille and Missisquoi Area  
No photos are available for Lamoille or Missisquoi regions from 1937, but current 
NAIP images display relatively unsettled habitat compared to that of the present day 
Winooski River mouth and Mallets Bay area. Wildlife preserves occur in both Missisquoi 
Bay and north of the Lamoille River mouth. The undeveloped nature of the Missisquoi 
Bay and Lamoille River regions may explain why they continue to support populations of 
spiny softshell turtles as opposed to the Winooski River region, with considerable human 
development, that no longer supports a spiny softshell turtle population. 
 
Suitable Criteria for Nesting 
Sand or gravel deposits are frequently located north of river mouths.  This can be 
observed at the mouths of the Winooski and Lamoille Rivers.  These beaches are created 
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in part by sediment, suspended in the fast-moving river water, which is then deposited as 
the river water slows when it meets the lake water. Likewise, the major beach areas that 
were identified by the GIS model, and later confirmed by field site visits, were all south 
or west facing shores.  For example, the large sandy beach which is currently present at 
the mouth of the Winooski River (described in the GIS & ground-truthing section) had 
not yet formed in 1937, but rather only a small sandbar can be observed in those 
historical aerial photos. 
It appears that weather patterns may drive this trend in beach formation. 
Prevailing winds that come from the southwest create water movement in a northeastern 
direction.  This water movement alters lake shores with southern or western exposure by 
flooding or by causing ice scour which ultimately work to uproot vegetation and turn 
over the substrate on such shores. This phenomenon keeps the beaches un-vegetated and 
open for turtle nesting.   
Human developments on nesting beaches decrease the overall availability as well 
as the variability in sediment deposit changed across years.  By building sea walls and 
rip-rapping shorelines, the sediment is maintained in the same location across many 
years.  These anthropogenic changes to the natural patterns of deposition and receding of 
sediment areas, which ultimately become nesting beaches, limit the availability of nesting 
beaches both in areas immediately within human settled areas as well as in other places 
where nesting beaches would otherwise exist by the rolling deposition of sediment across 
years.  The remaining beaches available to A. spinifera are therefore generally stable 
locations across years.  This, coupled with nearby human settlement, increases the 
likelihood that nests will be destroyed by predators (Ordeňana et al. 2010).  In a scenario 
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where beach locations and nest locations vary seasonally, predators are kept guessing as 
to where turtle nests are located, as opposed to current spatially constrained scenario 
where resident populations of predators prey heavily on turtle nests.  These predators can 
rely on the presence of turtle eggs and hatchlings as a food source because the turtles 
have no other option but to nest in the few available beaches.  Furthermore, the nest 
concentration on these scarce beaches positively reinforces the predatory behavior of 
local predators as their foraging time is low and their reward is high.  It has been 
experimentally demonstrated that novel nesting beaches receive less predation pressure 
than do previously existing beaches (Czech & Gibbs 2008). 
 
GIS Model and Ground-Truthing 
Due to a flooding event in the spring of 2011, ground-truthing (which was 
performed in the summer of that same year) likely produced a conservative estimate of 
the number of suitable nesting sites. Although the lake levels had returned to normal by 
mid-summer, some sites that were identified as too wet for nesting in 2011 may have 
been suitable nesting sites in seasons with average or below average spring water levels. 
This may be true of the land near the banks of Rock River and Missisquoi River which 
were identified as having some sandy areas that were too wet for suitable nesting. 
Based on the GIS query and ground-truthing results of this study, it appears that 
the major suitable nesting beaches in Vermont have already been identified, and 
monitoring is currently underway at those sites. An additional large potential nesting site 
was verified along the stretch of beaches north of the Winooski River mouth. These 
Winooski River beaches had the most suitable habitat with respect to physical area and 
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substrate quality compared to any other polygon identified by the GIS query; although, 
no evidence of spiny softshell turtle nesting was found during site visits. Only snapping 
turtle (Chelydra serpentina) nests were found here.  Snapping turtles are tolerant to many 
forms of anthropogenic affects which pose a great challenge to A. spinifera. Snapping 
turtles also have a much broader range of tolerance with respect to nesting substrate, 
moisture levels, shading, and temperature (Paterson et al.  2012, Packard 1999) and thus 
are found to successfully nest in many areas where spiny softshell turtles would be 
unsuccessful.  
Despite the apparent physical suitability of the Winooski River nesting site, it is 
likely that anthropogenic disturbances prevent spiny softshell turtles from using this site. 
Additionally access to the Winooski River mouth by Lamoille population migrants is 
likely limited by a barrier of human disturbance that exists between these sites in the 
Mallets Bay area (Figures 10 & 11). 
 
Management Implications 
Other than the Winooski River mouth area, which is a historical nesting locality, 
no new large nesting sites were identified despite a comprehensive search of the 
mainland shores of Lake Champlain in Vermont.  This suggests that nesting availability 
limits the recruitment of new individuals to the population of A. spinifera in Lake 
Champlain. Years of monitoring have shown that, in many nesting seasons, very few or 
no hatchlings successfully emerge from a given beach (Parren pers. comm).  Because 
young turtles face many challenges to survival in the 8-12 years between emerging and 
sexual maturity it is likely that very few hatchlings become breeding adults. 
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Most of the spiny softshell turtle nesting effort in Lake Champlain is crowded 
onto a few suitable beaches.  This concentration of nesting into a small geographic area 
makes the population more susceptible to nesting efforts resulting in nearly complete 
failure.  For example, high water, predators, or disease affecting one beach has the 
potential to destroy more than half the total population’s nesting effort for a given year; 
whereas, if nests were dispersed along the entire lake shore in low concentrations, any 
one of these challenges to nesting success would have a smaller effect as it would destroy 
a smaller proportion of the nesting effort of the population in a given year.     
This study demonstrates that nesting beach numbers have decreased and nesting 
beach character has changed over time due to human settlement and modification of the 
Lake Champlain shore and associated rivers.  The building of sea walls and the building 
of marinas and other waterfront properties have decreased the number and quality of 
nesting beaches by limiting the natural deposition of sediment along the lake shore.  
Additionally these structures limit storm damage and ice scour that might otherwise keep 
beaches free of vegetation.  The stability of the shoreline, coupled with increased human 
settlement has also increased and stabilized the presence of mammalian predators which 
prey on A. spinifera nests and hatchlings.   
The use of GIS and orthophotos to assess critical habitat has provided information 
regarding the influences which threaten spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain.  The 
techniques used in this study may apply to many other species that face habitat loss.  By 
modeling critical habitat and querying for, ground-truthing, and determining the 
suitability of, and access to, previously unidentified critical habitat, conservation efforts 
for threatened species can be expanded.   
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Table 1. Metadata from all GIS layers used in the compilation and analysis of this project. The 
four soil layers by county were most important in establishing criteria for potential nesting beach 
queries. Additional layers included Lake Champlain shore boundaries and surface waters for 
reference and proximity measures, as well as an E911 building layer and public land layer for 
nesting beach site suitability determination.  
Layer Name/ 
Description 
Coordinate System/ 
Projection 
Datum/ 
Spheroid 
Parent scale/ 
resolution 
Currency/ 
publication 
date 
Data Type Source 
Missisquoi 
Soils Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 Various  2008 Vector 
polygon 
NRCS 
Champlain 
Islands Soils 
Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 Various  2008 Vector 
polygon 
NRCS 
Greater 
Burlington 
Soils Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 Various  2008 Vector 
polygon 
NRCS 
Lower 
Champlain 
Basin Soils 
Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 Various 2008 Vector 
polygon 
NRCS 
Vermont 
Surface 
Waters 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 82 1:100,000 1992 Vector line USGS/VCGI 
Vermont 
E911 
Building 
Locations 
Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 1:5,000 2008 Vector point VT 
Enhanced 
911 Board 
Vermont 
Public Lands 
Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 1:100,000 2004 Vector 
polygon 
UVM 
Spatial 
Analysis 
Lab 
Vermont 
State 
Boundaries 
Layer 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 83 1:100,000 2008 Vector 
polygon 
VCGI 
Lake 
Champlain 
Shoreline 
Vermont State Plane/ 
Transverse Mercator  
NAD 84 1:100,000 1992 Vector 
polygon 
USGS/VCGI 
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Figure 1. Range map of Apalone spinifera in the United States with the range of sub species A. 
spinifera spinifera overlaid (modified from McGaugh et al.  2008). 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Locality map of extant populations of Apalone spinifera in Lake Champlain, VT.  
Population locations are estimates based on conservation survey efforts and turtle life history 
(Galois et al.  2002). 
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Figure 3. GIS map created in ArcGIS displaying the full Lake Champlain map along with the four 
nesting beach areas of interest:  the Northernmost Region, the Champlain Islands Region, the 
River Region, and the Southernmost Region (from top to bottom).  Nesting beach areas identified 
by the GIS query are colored in green, yellow, orange, or red based on their suitability (green is 
high and red is low).  Public lands are labeled with crosshatching.     
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Figure 4. Enlarged view of Missisquoi River potential nesting beach site results (See Fig. 3 for 
scale and legend). Much of the river bank area was found to be good nesting beach for spiny 
softshell turtles. Beaches are ranked from high to low suitability for protection and monitoring 
labeled from green to red respectively.  
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Figure 5. Enlarged view of Champlain Island potential nesting beach site results (See Fig. 3 for 
scale and legend). Many small beach polygons were identified in this region. Beaches are ranked 
from high to low suitability for protection and monitoring labeled from green to red respectively.  
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Figure 6. Enlarged view of Lamoille and Winooski River potential nesting beach site results (See 
Fig. 3 for scale and legend). Beaches are ranked from high to low suitability for protection and 
monitoring labeled from green to red respectively. The Lamoille River mouth as well as some of 
the Mallets Bay area shows highly suitable sites for nesting. The Winooski river riparian zone 
shows suitable nesting habitat, but low suitability for protection and monitoring efforts due to 
high building density in the area.  
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Figure 7. Enlarged view of the Otter Creek potential nesting beach site results (See Fig. 3 for 
scale and legend). Some of the southern river bank area was found to be good nesting beach with 
high suitability for protection and monitoring. Beaches are ranked from high to low suitability for 
protection and monitoring labeled from green to red respectively.  
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Figure 8. Lower Winooski River area. a) In this 1937 aerial photo of the lower Winooski River 
most of the land along the banks of the river as well as the shoreline in either undeveloped or is 
open farm land.     b) In the 2011 aerial photo below, one can observe the increase in human 
settlement density.  Particular landscape changes of note which may be observed in the 2011 
photo are the addition of a boat launch (upper framed area), a waste water treatment plant (lower 
framed area), and the construction of a sea wall (arrow at left) and a residential neighborhood 
(arrow at right), north of the river mouth, in an area that was natural woodland in 1937. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of 2011 (A) to 1937 (B) Winooski River mouth.  The 1937 photo has an 
island sandbar (marked by arrow) which has become a beach peninsula by 2011.  There appears 
to have been an overall increase in the amount of beach area at the Winooski River mouth from 
1937 to 2011.  
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Figure 10. a) Location reference map of Mallets Bay 2011 the framed area is the focus of Fig 10a 
& Fig 10b, b) 1937 aerial photo of the shoreline. c) 2011 aerial photo of the shoreline. The 
shoreline in these photos has become increasingly populated with human settlements and the 
2011 photo shows no sandy beaches whereas the 1937 shoreline is mostly sand. 
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Figure 11. a) Location reference map of Mallets Bay 2011 the framed area is the focus of figures 
11b & 11c. b) 1937 aerial photo of the shoreline. c) 2011 aerial photo of the shoreline.  Many 
docks and moorings have been added to Mallets Bay between b) 1937 and c) 2011. 
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Figure 12. 2011 aerial photo of the Lamoille River mouth area.  One can observe the low density 
of human settlement as well as the large regions of undeveloped land both along the banks of the 
river as well as on the lake shores near to the river mouth.      
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Figure 13. 2011 aerial photo of the Missisquoi River mouth area.  One can observe the low 
density of human settlement as well as the large regions of undeveloped land both along the 
banks of the river as well as on the west shoreline of the Missisquoi River deltas.    
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Figure 14. Map of field survey of the Missisquoi River and Charcoal Creek.  The red star on the 
Champlain map (on left) marks the location of the Missisquoi River and Charcoal Creek on Lake 
Champlain.  The detailed map (on right) shows the surveyed track in black dots highlighted in 
yellow as well as points of interest marked with various symbols including two beach areas 
(umbrella), an algal bloom (double tree), and the location where spiny softshells were observed 
(crossroads). 
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Figure 15. Field visit map of Sand Bar National Waterfowl Management Area.  The red star on 
the Champlain map (on left) marks the location of Sand Bar National Waterfowl Management 
Area on Lake Champlain.  The detailed map (on right) shows the surveyed track in black dots 
highlighted in yellow as well as points of interest marked with various symbols including three 
beach areas on the land north of the north fork of the Lamoille River (umbrella symbol). 
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Figure 16. Field visit map of the Winooski River.  The red star on the Champlain map (on left) 
marks the location of the Winooski River on Lake Champlain.  The detailed map (on right) shows 
the surveyed track in black dots highlighted in yellow.  Points of interest include eleven beach 
areas on the land north of the mouth of the Winooski River (umbrella symbol). 
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Figure 17. Map of field survey of Lewis Creek and Little Otter Creek.  The red star on the 
Champlain map (on left) marks the location of Lewis Creek and Little Otter Creek on Lake 
Champlain.  The detailed map (on right) shows the surveyed track in black dots highlighted in 
yellow. Points of interest include one shady beach area on private land (umbrella symbol) and the 
location of a historical spiny softshell turtle sighting (Parren, Pers. comm.) (black flag symbol). 
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Figure 18. Map of field survey of Otter Creek.  The red star on the Champlain map (on left) 
marks the location of Otter Creek on Lake Champlain.  The detailed map (on right) shows the 
surveyed track in black dots highlighted in yellow.  Points of interest include one suitable beach 
area on private land, (umbrella symbol) and an area where several northern map turtles 
(Graptemys geographica) were observed basking (antlered deer symbol).  
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CHAPTER 2. DNA EXTRACTION FROM TURTLE EGG MEMBRANES 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
High quality DNA can be difficult to obtain from populations of rare or 
threatened species. This study demonstrates that DNA extracted from spiny softshell 
turtle (Apalone spinifera) egg shell membranes may be used to amplify mitochondrial 
DNA fragments. Both frozen-stored and dry-stored egg shell membranes were 
considered.  Frozen-stored samples yielded longer extracted DNA fragment lengths and 
higher PCR amplification success rates; whereas, no differences in extracted DNA purity 
or concentration existed between storage methods. Minimum threshold parameters of 
DNA concentration (20 ng/uL), purity (260/280≥1.18, 260/230≥0.44), and length (≥500 
bp) for positive PCR amplification were identified. The frequency of encountering high 
quality egg shell membrane samples was approximately 44%.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Population genetic studies of rare, threatened, or endangered species often 
encounter difficulties in obtaining DNA samples. When studying small populations or 
populations that are suspected of declining in size, it may be important to consider the 
potential impact of sampling on the survival of those populations. Invasive tissue 
sampling is usually suboptimal as it has the potential to cause harm to the individual 
sampled, and in the case of species listed under governmental protection, permitting for 
invasive sampling is often difficult or impossible to obtain. Non-invasive tissue sampling 
in the form of cloacal or buccal swabs (Milller 2006) or the collection of discarded tissue 
such as nest components (Pearce et al. 1997) feces, hair, or feathers (Taberlet & Luikart 
1999) may be more appropriate for protected species. 
 In a study of the threatened and rare spiny softshell turtle (Apalone spinifera) in 
Lake Champlain, Vermont, an attempt was made to determine the most efficient balance 
between sampling enough genetic material (for subsequent DNA analysis) and causing 
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minimal interference with the study species.  Although muscle (Güçlü et al. 2011) or 
blood (Encalada et al. 1996) samples from living turtles are ideal sources of tissue for 
DNA extraction, access to live spiny softshell turtles was limited. Even after obtaining 
permission to sample genetic material from this state-listed threatened species, difficulty 
in capturing turtles was experienced due to their rarity (Parren et al. 2009).    
Although adult and juvenile spiny softshell turtles were difficult to sample, 
samples from hatchings that perished or from egg shells remaining at nest sites after a 
hatching event were readily available.   Muscle tissue from dead hatchings recovered 
soon after dying yielded copious amounts (>1000 ng DNA per 5 mg of tissue) of 
undegraded DNA.  Unfortunately, the frequency of discovering hatchlings that had 
recently died was extremely low (<4% of tissue samples encountered on nesting 
beaches). Egg shells remaining after a hatching event were far more commonly 
encountered (>96% of tissue samples encountered on nesting beaches).  However, the 
utility of turtle egg shell membranes as a source for DNA from turtles was unknown, 
though such tissue had been used in birds (Pearce et al. 1997). The object of this research 
was to determine whether or not turtle egg shell membranes would yield enough high 
quality DNA for use in amplification of the entire mitochondrial control region of A. 
spinifera.    
 
METHODS 
Egg shells were recovered from nests of natural populations of spiny softshell 
turtles in the Lake Champlain Basin of Vermont, USA.  Upon collection of egg shells 
from nesting sites they were placed in paper bags and either allowed to dry and were 
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stored at room temperature or, when were associated with deceased hatchlings, were 
frozen in a -20
o
C freezer at the University of Vermont.   
In preparation for DNA extraction, frozen egg shells were thawed before being 
hydrated in water for 2 minutes; dry egg shells were hydrated directly.  A 1.5-2.0 cm^2 
sheet of egg shell was cut from the sample for DNA extraction and the remaining portion 
of the sample was returned to its previous storage condition. The small fragment cut from 
the egg shell was mechanically agitated using forceps to remove the calcified shell from 
the shell membrane. The isolated 1.5-2.0cm^2 section of shell membrane was cut into 
1mm^2 sections using scissors and these sections were placed into a 1.5 mL tube 
containing  300 uL Lysis Buffer (Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit by Qiagen) and left to 
incubate at room temperature for one week.  After an initial week of incubation at room 
temperature (20
o
C), 1.5 uL Proteinase K (Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit by Qiagen) was 
added and the sample was incubated at 55
o
C for an additional week.  By the end of the 
incubation period nearly all egg shell membrane fragments had dissolved.  
A modification of the DNA extraction techniques as described by Qiagen in their 
“Gentra Puregene Mouse Tail Kit” was used to recover DNA. Following incubation, the 
samples were placed on ice for 1 minute, 100 uL of Protein Precipitation Solution was 
added and the samples were vortexed on high for 20 seconds.  The samples were 
centrifuged for 3 minutes at 16,000xg in order to precipitate proteins and any remaining 
egg shell fragments. The supernatant was gently pipetted (in order to avoid the transfer of 
proteins and egg shell membrane fragments) into a new 1.5 mL tube containing 300 uL of 
100% isopropanol. The samples were then mixed by inverting 50 times before being 
centrifuged for 1 min at 16000xg. At this point the precipitated DNA had accumulated on 
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the sidewall of the 1.5 mL tube. The supernatant was discarded and the DNA was washed 
with 300 uL of 70% ethanol.  The tube was inverted to wash the interior of the cap and 
side walls of the tube, and the sample was centrifuged for 1 minute at 16,000xg. The 
ethanol was then discarded, and the samples were allowed to air dry overnight in a fume 
hood.  The dried DNA was rehydrated in 30 uL of sterile water at room temperature for 
24 hours. 
 Five uL aliquots of hydrated DNA extractions were examined on a 1.2% TBE 
agarose gel in a 1x TBE running buffer.  The gel was stained in ethiduim bromide (0.5 
ug/mL), de-stained in distilled water, and bands were visualized using ultraviolet light.  
Banding patterns were compared to a 1 kb DNA size standard (New England BioLabs).  
Additionally, 2 uL aliquots of rehydrated DNA were tested for DNA concentration and 
purity using a NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). 
 Amplification of the mitochondrial control region was performed in a three part 
process using primer pairs and PCR conditions described in Chapter 3.  PCR products 
were examined on a 1.2% agarose gel stained with ethiduim bromide. Resulting bands 
were compared to a 100 bp DNA size standard (New England BioLabs) and target bands 
(approximately 500 bp PCR products) were scored as present or absent. 
 DNA was extracted within a year of tissue collection from 30 frozen egg shell 
membranes representing 12 nests.  DNA was also extracted from 43 dry egg shell 
membranes representing 43 nests, which were also processed within a year of being 
collected. Extracted DNA concentration (ng/uL) and 260/230 and 260/280 ratios were 
measured across all 73 samples (Table 1).  These data were analyzed by a two tailed 
student’s t-tests in Microsoft Excel for each of the extraction quality values (DNA 
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concentration, 260/230 and 260/280 ratios) between egg shell membrane samples stored 
frozen and those stored dry. Additionally, a two tailed student’s t-test was performed 
comparing the average DNA fragment lengths between egg shell membrane samples that 
yielded positive versus negative PCR results 
Because frozen egg shell extractions included multiple eggs per nest, the DNA 
concentration, 260/230 and 260/280 ratios, was averaged across eggs from a single nest; 
these nest averages from frozen samples were then compared to dry egg shell nest 
averages via two tailed student’s t-tests in Microsoft Excel.  An analysis of variance was 
performed across samples from different nests for the frozen egg shell membranes for 
each of the extraction quality values in order to investigate whether the variability in 
extraction quality values could be explained by variance across nests.  
 
RESULTS    
The DNA concentrations from dry-stored egg shell membranes ranged between 
12 ng/uL and 732 ng/uL (Table 1) with an average concentration of 264 ng/uL.  Frozen-
stored egg shell membranes ranged between 1 ng/uL and 419 ng/uL (Table 1) with an 
average concentration of 80 ng/uL. The t-tests between storage methods were significant 
for DNA concentrations when considering both single samples (p=2.8*10^-5) and nest 
averages (p=0.041, df=71). Nanodropper ratios representing contamination of DNA 
extraction (260/230) were not significantly different among storage conditions for either 
single samples (p=0.304) or nest averages (p=0.209) but ratios representing efficiency of 
protein removal (260/280) were statistically significant for both single samples (p=0.025) 
and nest averages (p=0.010).  Extractions from frozen-stored samples had higher 260/280 
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ratios (average=1.63) than dry-stored samples (average=1.47). None of the analyses of 
variance across nests for each of DNA extraction concentration, 260/230 or 260/280 
ratios, were significant (p=0.202, 0.310, 0.053). 
Of the 19 extractions (including 6 frozen and 13 dry) examined by gel 
electrophoresis to determine average fragment length, the overall extracted DNA 
fragment lengths ranged from 100 bp to 9000 bp (Table 2).  These DNA extractions 
yielded a 57.9% success rate (6 of 6 frozen samples and 5 of 13 dry samples) for PCR 
amplification.  Fragment lengths among DNA extracts producing positive PCR 
amplifications ranged between 500 bp and 9000 bp (average=4071) and 100 bp and 7000 
bp (average=1460) for samples yielding negative results (Table 2). The t-test comparing 
the mean fragment lengths of DNA extractions between samples yielding positive and 
negative PCR results was statistically significant (p=0.010). 
 
DISCUSSION 
In general, egg shell membranes yielded sufficient high quality DNA for the 
successful amplification of the mitochondrial control region of spiny softshell turtles 
(regardless of whether they were stored frozen or dry) when tissue was processed and 
DNA extracted by the method described above. Frozen-stored samples did yield positive 
a PCR result more frequently than dry-stored samples despite dry-stored samples 
producing overall higher DNA concentrations.  The frozen-stored samples produced on 
average more pure samples of higher quality with respect to remaining protein (260/280); 
however, no difference in other contaminants (260/230) was observed between extraction 
samples of the two storage methods.  
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No one extraction quality parameter was a good predictor of successful PCR 
amplification; although, it appears that taking into consideration an array of minimum 
thresholds for each extraction quality parameter may be predictive of PCR amplification 
success. Across successfully amplified extracted DNA samples all had 260/280 ratios 
above 1.18, 260/230 ratios above 0.44, DNA concentrations above 20 ng/uL, and average 
fragment sizes greater than 500 bases.  Of samples examined with values above these 
threshold parameters, 73.33% resulted in successful amplifications. 
Efforts to improve 260/230 ratios were unsuccessful.  However a minimum 
threshold value of 0.44 suggests that contaminants (that absorb at 230 nm) more than 
double the concentration of DNA may be tolerated in a PCR. Gently pipetting the 
supernatant as opposed to pouring the supernatant that results after the protein 
precipitation step improved the 260/280 ratios.  This modification of the “Gentra 
Puregene Mouse Tail Kit” (by Qiagen) procedure was important when extracting DNA 
from egg shell membranes. Egg shell membrane is protein rich and great care must be 
taken to remove as much protein as possible especially because the minimum threshold 
value for 260/280 ratio (1.18) suggests that PCR amplification may be particularly 
sensitive to protein contamination.  
Neither storage method emerged as superior when considering extracted DNA 
concentration or purity; however, DNA fragment length was longer among frozen 
samples. Additionally, all of the frozen samples that were tested via PCR yielded positive 
results whereas only 38.5% of dry-stored samples yielded positive PCR results (Table 2). 
Despite the potential utility of turtle egg shell membrane as a source of DNA, 
some egg shell samples may not yield high quality DNA. Of the 73 DNA samples 
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extracted from egg shell membranes, 43 yielded DNA of a quality above the threshold 
parameters identified above.  Fifty-six percent of frozen stored and 60.5% of dry-stored 
samples yielded DNA of a quality above the threshold parameters. 
Although egg shell membrane is not the ideal source of tissue for DNA extraction, 
its abundance and ease of use make it a reasonable source of DNA in studies of protected 
species or species which are difficult to otherwise sample. Freezing or drying egg shells 
are both appropriate methods of tissue storage. Nearly 60% of egg shell membrane can be 
expected to yield DNA of a quality above the minimum thresholds found here for 
successful PCR amplification. Selecting from the 60% of DNA extractions whose 
extraction quality values exceed the minimum thresholds may return a PCR amplification 
success rate of nearly 73%.   
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Table 1. Extraction quality values: DNA concentration (ng/uL), impurity (260/230) and 
protein (260/280) ratios for DNA extracted from both dry-stored and frozen-stored egg 
shell tissue samples. 
Dry 
 
Frozen 
Sample ID ng/uL 260/230 260/280 
 
Sample ID ng/uL 260/230 260/280 
K7110 171 0.63 1.69   S24112 93 0.87 1.86 
K8110 257 0.36 1.13 
 
S24212 203 0.56 1.73 
K9110 154 0.44 1.58 
 
S24312 102 0.64 1.72 
K11110 328 0.47 1.52 
 
S29112 93 0.74 1.77 
K12110 165 0.26 0.98 
 
S29212 94 0.73 1.88 
K13110 86 0.38 1.44 
 
S29312 180 0.52 1.57 
S10110 47 0.17 1.02 
 
NH2111 78 0.39 1.62 
S34110 329 0.55 1.67 
 
NH2211 4 0.17 1.26 
S40110 56 0.15 1.25 
 
NH2311 15 0.53 1.70 
K4110 609 2.03 0.91 
 
K5111 10 0.26 1.39 
K5110 75 0.28 1.28 
 
K5211 18 0.37 1.63 
K6110 350 0.74 0.94 
 
K5311 15 0.31 1.49 
S27110 535 0.88 1.71 
 
K5711 20 1.18 1.56 
S28110 192 0.34 1.42 
 
K5811 19 1.09 1.52 
S29110 440 0.77 1.59 
 
K5911 27 0.71 1.58 
S30110 657 0.55 1.51 
 
K9211 2 0.16 1.36 
S31110 263 0.38 1.23 
 
K9311 2 0.18 1.13 
S33110 715 0.62 1.69 
 
K9411 1 0.07 1.37 
S9110 131 0.28 1.49 
 
S52112 1 0.3 1.08 
S11110 201 0.32 1.23 
 
S52212 17 0.24 1.85 
S12110 120 0.44 1.75 
 
S52312 278 1.25 1.85 
S22110 145 0.45 1.58 
 
NH9112 10 0.35 2.23 
S13110 245 0.39 1.38 
 
NH9212 7 0.18 1.73 
S14110 103 0.55 1.71 
 
NH9312 116 1.17 1.99 
S16110 377 0.53 1.54 
 
NH9-6-12 28 0.78 1.85 
S17110 652 0.44 1.34 
 
NH8-1-11 234 0.69 1.72 
S23110 732 1.21 1.93 
 
K26-1-11 120 0.93 1.88 
S24110 286 0.73 1.57 
 
S33-1-11 183 0.71 1.72 
S25110 429 0.48 1.52 
 
S18-1-11 419 0.85 1.74 
S26110 222 0.65 1.55 
 
S46-1-12 20 0.8 1.18 
S18110 441 0.89 1.73 
     S19110 134 0.52 1.75 
     S20110 203 0.69 1.87 
     S21110 242 0.73 1.60 
     S5110 53 0.13 1.27 
     S6110 184 0.39 1.69 
     S7110 90 0.22 1.34 
     S8110 57 0.16 1.35 
     S36110 121 0.59 1.72 
     S17-1-10 653 0.44 1.33 
     K2110 23 0.29 1.67 
     K3110 12 0.14 1.43 
     S15110 46 0.22 1.42 
     AVERAGE 263.51 0.51 1.47  AVERAGE 80.33 0.59 1.63 
MAX 732.00 2.03 1.93 
 
MAX 419.03 1.25 2.23 
MIN 12.00 0.13 0.91  MIN 1.00 0.07 1.08 
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Table 2. Extraction quality values, PCR results, average extracted DNA fragment size 
and storage method for 19 egg shell membrane samples tested for PCR amplification. 
Sample ID ng/uL 260/230 260/280 PCR  avg frag size storage  
NH9-6-12 28 0.78 1.85 yes 3000 frozen 
NH8-1-11 234 0.69 1.72 yes 3000 frozen 
K26-1-11 120 0.93 1.88 yes 3000 frozen 
S33-1-11 183 0.71 1.72 yes 9000 frozen 
S18-1-11 419 0.85 1.74 yes 3000 frozen 
S46-1-12 20 0.80 1.18 yes 6000 frozen 
S34110 329 0.55 1.67 yes NA dry 
S27110 535 0.88 1.71 yes 500 dry 
S29110 440 0.77 1.59 no 200 dry 
S9110 131 0.28 1.49 no 100 dry 
S13110 245 0.39 1.38 no 300 dry 
S14110 103 0.55 1.71 no 7000 dry 
S23110 732 1.21 1.93 yes 1500 dry 
S18110 441 0.89 1.73 yes 500 dry 
S19110 134 0.52 1.75 yes 1000 dry 
S20110 203 0.69 1.87 no 1000 dry 
S21110 242 0.73 1.60 no 1500 dry 
S6110 184 0.39 1.69 no NA dry 
S17-1-10 653 0.44 1.33 yes 500 dry 
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CHAPTER 3.  A. SPINIFERA MITOCHONDRIAL D-LOOP SEQUENCING & VNTR 
MINISATELLITE TECHNIQUES 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The mtD-loop is commonly used as a marker in landscape genetic applications; 
however, technical difficulties, introduced by size heteroplasmy at VNTR regions, may 
reduce the effectiveness of the mtD-loop as a genetic marker. This study presents the first 
set of primers designed to amplify the mtD-loop of North American softshell turtles. 
Sequencing and characterization of the mtD-loop in the spiny softshell turtle (Apalone 
spinifera) in Lake Champlain revealed the inclusion of a VNTR region displaying size 
heteroplasmy. In addition to characterization of the mtD-loop structure in A. spinifera, 
this study describes methods that may be used to circumvent technical difficulties caused 
by size heteroplasmy in VNTR regions by treating the VNTR region as a minisatellite. 
The number of repeats at this VNTR region, as inferred by the minisatellite technique, 
could serve as an informative character in population genetic studies.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
The mitochondrial D-loop (or control region) is the only major non-coding span 
of DNA sequence within the mitochondrial genome of vertebrates (Brown et al. 1986). 
Because of reduced evolutionary constraints, the mtD-loop is less conserved than other 
genes in the mitochondrial genome (Lunt et al. 1998) and thus has been informative in 
localized landscape genetic analyses in a variety of vertebrate species such as mammals 
(Cook et al. 1999), birds (Haig et al. 2004), and turtles (Encalada et al. 1996; Pearse et 
al. 2006; Güçlü et al. 2011).  
The mtD-loop in vertebrates is flanked on the 5’ end by tRNA-Pro and on the 3’ 
end by tRNA-Phe. The typical structure of the mtD-loop includes left, central, and right 
domains each with varying numbers and positions of internal blocks of sequence which 
differ in rates of mutation (Lunt et al. 1998). Conserved sequence blocks (CSBs) occur in 
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central and right domains and have a lower rate of mutation than the average mutation 
rate across the entire mtD-loop; whereas, regions such as AT-rich or variable number of 
tandem repeat (VNTR) regions have higher than average mutation rates (Sbisà et al. 
1997). CSBs are hypothesized sites for regulatory element binding and VNTR regions 
and AT-rich regions may create secondary structures which serve functional roles in 
mtDNA transcription (Sbisa et al. 1990).  
Mitochondrial D-loop regions containing VNTRs are common across vertebrates; 
more than 100 species of vertebrates, including fish, amphibians, birds, and mammals 
have mtD-loop regions that contain VNTRs (Lunt et al 1998). VNTR regions increase the 
likelihood of the mtD-loop being heteroplasmic (containing multiple non-identical 
mtDNA molecules within a single individual) which in turn introduces a series of 
technical challenges in both the production of readable sequences as well as in the 
alignment and analysis of these mtD-loop sequences (Lunt et al. 1998).  Because 
encountering size heteroplasmy due to VNTRs in the mtD-loop is such a common 
occurrence in vertebrates, a technique to circumvent challenges in sequencing and 
alignment of heteroplasmic and VNTR-containing mtD-loop regions would have broad 
applications for landscape genetic analyses.  The mtD-loop of the softshell turtles have a 
VNTR (Xiong et al. 2010), and initial sequencing of the mtD-loop from spiny softshell 
turtles (Apalone spinifera) from Lake Champlain, Vermont have yielded results 
suggesting the presence of heteroplasmy. 
Robust genetic markers, such as the mtD-loop, have been used to address 
questions concerning population size, nesting patterns, and dispersal of turtles, which 
may inform conservation efforts (see Encalada et al. 1996; Pearse et al. 2006; Güçlü et 
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al. 2011). The spiny softshell turtle (Apalone spinifera) in Lake Champlain is listed as 
threatened in Vermont and information about the number and sizes of current populations 
would be useful for conservation efforts (Parren et al. 2009).  This study elaborates on 
methods used to develop primers for amplification and sequencing of the mtD-loop and 
describes methods developed to circumvent the lack of resolution of this genetic marker 
containing heteroplasmic VNTR regions in Lake Champlain populations of spiny 
softshell turtles.    
 
METHODS 
Although, there are currently two spiny softshell turtle (A. spinifera) mtD-loop 
sequences (NC021371 & JF966197) and one Florida softshell turtle (A. ferox) mtD-loop 
sequences (FJ890514) in GenBank, at the outset of this study there were no mtD-loop 
sequences available for any New World softshell turtle. Initially attempts were made to 
amplify the mtD-loop of spiny softshell turtles with primers that had been used to 
sequence this region in other turtles (Allard et al. 1994; Norman et al. 1994) some of 
which had shown utility across a number of turtle taxa.  However, amplifications with 
these primers were not successful.   
 
Primer Design 
Complete tRNA-Pro and tRNA-Phe sequences were downloaded from GenBank 
for five species of turtle including several related genera of softshell turtles: pig-nosed 
turtle (Carettochelys insculpta): FJ862792 & NC014048, wattle-necked softshell turtle 
(Palea steindachneri): FJ541030 & NC013841, African softshell turtle (Trionyx 
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triunguis): AB477345, Chinese softshell turtle (Pelodiscus sinensis): GU568175, 
AY962573, NC006132, & AY687385. These sequences were aligned by eye and two 20 
base primers were designed from conserved stretches of the flanking tRNA sequences. 
The forward primer (SS1f), designed from tRNA-Pro sequences, ends 7 bases upstream 
of the beginning of the mtD-loop and the reverse primer (CWK4r) ends downstream of 
the 3’ end of the mtD-loop, 21 bases into tRNA-Phe (Figure 1 & Table 1).  
When sequence from the Florida softshell turtle (A. ferox: FJ890514 & 
NC014054) became available, internal mtD-loop primers were designed and later 
modified to match the A. spinifera mtD-loop sequences obtained with SS1f & CWK4r 
primers. The series of internal mtD-loop primers included: Luc1f, Luc2r, Luc4f, and 
Luc5r (Table 1).  Luc1f begins 485 bp and Luc2r begins 570 bp from the 5’ end of the A. 
ferox mtD-loop. Primers Luc4f and Luc 5r begin 407 bp and 385 bp upstream of the 3’ 
end of the A. ferox mtD-loop respectively (Figure 1). 
 
Enhancing PCR Product Yield of Degraded DNA Template  
Because some degradation of DNA occurred in many of the turtle samples 
obtained due to exposure to environmental insults, it was necessary to modify molecular 
genetic lab techniques in order to increase the likelihood of obtaining high resolution 
sequences.  Two techniques were commonly employed to increase the PCR yields for 
reactions with low quality starting DNA template.  When it was determined (by gel 
electrophoresis) that the average fragment length of DNA extracted was between 500-600 
bases in length, primer combinations were used which would amplify fragments 500 
bases or fewer in size rather than the entire mtD-loop. A second technique employed to 
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enhance PCR yield for DNA extractions which showed degradation, was to increase the 
DNA template concentration in the PCR from the typical 50-100 ng DNA to roughly 
double (100-200ng DNA) the typical concentration.  This later procedure was employed 
in order to increase the likelihood of the reaction including a template DNA fragment that 
spanned the entire length of the DNA fragment to be amplified, among the genomic 
template DNA fragments.      
 
PCR and DNA Sequencing Reaction Conditions  
The mtD-loop was amplified and sequenced as three overlapping fragments using 
three newly developed pairs of primers (Table 1). Conditions for PCR amplification 
employed 25 uL volume reactions including 50-200 ng of DNA template.  Reaction 
conditions included 35 cycles of 1 min at 94
o
C followed by an annealing temperature of 
50
o
C (Luc1f & Luc5r) or 56
o
C (SS1f, Luc2r, Luc4f, & CWK4r) for 1 min followed by an 
extension step of 72
o
C for 1 min.  PCR beads (illustra PuReTaq Ready-To-Go PCR 
Beads) were used in these 25 uL reactions along with 0.7 uL of the forward and reverse 
primers (stock concentrations of 10 uM).   
PCR products were examined on 1.2% TBE agarose gels using a 1X TBE running 
buffer.  Gels were stained in ethidium bromide (0.5 ug/mL), de-stained in distilled water, 
and bands were visualized under ultraviolet light.  Band sizes were compared to a 100 bp 
DNA size standard (New England BioLabs). PCR products were treated with ExoSAP-IT 
(Affymetrix) to remove unbound primers in preparation for sequencing.  PCR products 
were combined with ExoSAP-IT in a 5 uL: 2 uL ratio and incubated at 37
o
C for 15 min 
followed by 80
o
C for 15 min. 
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Each of the mtD-loop PCR products was sequenced in both directions in two 
separate Sanger terminator sequencing reactions. Reaction conditions included a 5 min 
initial melting step at 96
o
C followed by 25 cycles of 30 sec at 96
o
C, 15 sec at 50
o
C, and 4 
min at 60
o
C. Reagents included 4.5 uL of stock BigDye Terminator v3.1 (Applied 
Biosystems) in a 1:8 dilution with 5X sequencing buffer (Applied Biosystems), 1.5 uL 
(stock concentrations of 10 uM) forward or reverse primer, 1.5 uL PCR amplification 
products, and 7.5 uL of sterile RO water to make a 15 uL reaction.  
Unincorporated dye was removed from sequencing products using SDS and spin 
columns. A volume of 1.5 uL of 2.2% SDS was added to the 15 uL sequencing products. 
These reagents were heated to 98
o
C for 5 min followed by cooling at 25
o
C for 10 min. 
SDS-treated sequencing products were purified using a DyeEx 2.0 Spin Kit (Qiagen) 
following the manufacturer’s instructions.  
The products of each of the terminator reactions were fractionated with an ABI 
Prism 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) and visualized using Peak Scanner 
v1.0 (Applied Biosystems). The sequences were aligned by eye and edited.  
 
Comparing A. spinifera mtD-loop Sequences  
Mitochondrial D-loop sequences from spiny softshell turtles from Lake 
Champlain were aligned by eye against, the two A. spinifera mtD-loop sequences in 
GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) from an unknown origin. In order to focus on point 
mutation variability between A. spinifera sequences available in GenBank (NC021371 & 
JF966197) with those obtained from Lake Champlain rather than VNTR region size 
variation, a consensus sequence was constructed for the VNTR region.  This consensus 
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sequence contained 6 VNTR repeats (the most common number of repeats observed) and 
the most common bases observed at each position along mtD-loop sequences among 13 
homoplasmic spiny softshell turtles from Lake Champlain.  
 
VNTR1 as a Minisatellite 
The VNTR1 region of the mtD-loop was treated as a minisatellite by attaching a 
fluorescent tag to the 3’ end of the reverse primer (Luc 2r). The size of the DNA 
fragment (Figure 2) rather than its base sequence was determined by amplifying this 
(VNTR1-containing) first third of the mtD-loop (Figure 1), and fractionating the PCR 
product by capillary electrophoreses using a LIZ 1200 size marker. Products were 
visualized with GeneMapper 5.0 (Applied Biosystems).  
 The number of repeats in the VNTR1 region was determined by first subtracting 
the non-VNTR region base length (229 bp) from the total length of the amplified 
fragment and then dividing that difference by the typical number of bases in a single 
repeat (50 bp). The resulting number was rounded to the nearest whole number because 
the sizing technique gives a close estimate (but not an exact size) of the amplified 
fragment. An example of this calculation is: [(527 -229)/50 = 6].    
 
RESULTS 
DNA Sequencing of mtD-loop  
The mtD-loop sequences of spiny softshell turtles from Lake Champlain matched 
the gross structure of other softshell turtles reported by Xiong et al. (2010). Specifically, 
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Lake Champlain spiny softshell turtle sequences contained a VNTR region near the 5’ 
end of the mtD-loop and an AT-rich region near the 3’ end (Figure 1).    
Initial sequencing efforts using the external primers (SS1f & CWK4) rarely 
resulted in a full length high resolution sequence of the entire mtD-loop.  When using 
only two primers (SS1f & CWK4), a small proportion of samples (3 of 16) appeared to 
yield different sequences for the same turtle when reactions were sequenced in forward 
versus reverse directions. Forward sequencing reactions for these 3 samples produced 
high resolution sequence for the 5’ most region; however, at approximately 275 bp into 
the sequence, resolution was lost and not regained (Figure 3a). The low resolution 
displayed on chromatograms with forward primer sequencing (from about 275 bp to the 
end of the DNA fragment, Figure 4) was inferred to be the product of two different sized 
sequences caused by the overlapping signals of base calls (Figure 4). Reverse primer 
sequencing (for the same 3 samples) yielded high resolution sequence that matched the 
other 13 samples except for the 5’ most 75 bp of the mtD-loop. These three DNA 
samples appeared to have been extracted from heteroplasmic individuals.  
DNA amplification and sequencing of the mtD-loop of Lake Champlain spiny 
softshell turtles as three fragments using primer pairings: SS1f & Luc2r (444-596 base 
fragment), Luc1f & Luc5r (506 base fragment), and Luc4f & CWK4r (406 base 
fragment) yielded total mtD-loop sequences that ranged from 1209-1375 bases, 
depending on the number of repeats in the VNTR region and whether those repeats 
contained 50 or 52 bases.  Sixteen mtD-loop sequences were generated by the three-
fragment (6 primer) sequencing method.  Resolution was lost in 3 of these 16 samples in 
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regions flanking the VNTR regions in similar fashion to sequences resulting from 
sequencing with primer pairing SS1f & Luc2r.  
The VNTR region observed in spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain 
contained 5 to 8 repeats of 50 to 52 bases in length.  The most common number of 
repeats in the VNTR region was 6 (8 of 16 samples) followed by 7 repeats (4 of 16 
samples), and 5 repeats (1 of 16 samples). The three remaining samples were from 
heteroplasmic turtles, two with both 5 and 6 repeats and one with 7 and 8 repeats (Figure 
5). The two A. spinifera sequences in GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) each contained 
a VNTR with five 52 base repeats.  
Variation among repeat motifs was observed in half (8 of 16) of the sequences 
from Lake Champlain. Repeat motif variability manifested in the form of thymine indels 
at either base position 15, 16, or both resulting in repeat motifs of 50, 51, or 52 bases. 
Sixteen polymorphic sites were identified across the non-VNTR region of the 16 
spiny softshell turtles from Lake Champlain (Figure 5).  No polymorphic sites were 
identified in the 16 bp flanking region 5’ of the VNTR; most of the polymorphic sites that 
were identified occurred either within 200 bases 3’ of the VNTR region or near the AT-
rich region. Seven different haplotypes (Figure 5) containing 4 to 9 polymorphic sites 
were observed among the 16 mtD-loop sequences (excluding the VNTR region) of spiny 
softshell turtles from Lake Champlain.  Haplotype 7 was the most common (8 of 16 
turtles), followed by haplotype 4 (3 of 16 turtles), and haplotypes 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 were 
equally uncommon with a single turtle representing each of these haplotypes (Figure 5). 
Comparisons of GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) A. spinifera sequences to 
sequences of A. spinifera from Lake Champlain showed a total of 63 variable sites 
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(6.47%) (Figure 6).  Forty-four of these variable sites occurred in either the VNTR1 
region or the AT-rich region.  The VNTR1 of the GenBank sequences (NC021371 & 
JF966197) were each comprised of five 52 base repeats.  The first repeat of the Lake 
Champlain sequence also contained 52 bases but the following repeats each contained 
only 50 bases, differing by deletions of thymines at positions 15 and 16 within the repeat 
motif (Figure 6).  In addition to these deletions, 4 nucleotide differences occurred within 
the first repeat and a single nucleotide difference occurred in the second repeat (Figure 
6). The AT-rich region included 9 base substitutions and a 20 base AT-rich insertion that 
did not occur in the Lake Champlain sequences.  Only 19 of the 63 variable sites 
occurred outside of the VNTR or AT-rich regions; 18 occurred 5’ of the AT-rich region 
and 1 occurred 3’ of the AT-rich region (Figure 6).  No polymorphic sites were present in 
the two GenBank sequences (NC021371 & JF966197). Excluding the VNTR region this 
reference sequence was most similar to haplotype 7 from the Lake Champlain population 
but differed at a total of 32 positions, most of which were within the AT-rich region.   
 
Collapsing VNTR1 into a Minisatellite 
The number of repeats in VNTR1 was also determined by sizing the region as if it 
were a minisatellite utilizing a fluorescently tagged primer. All individuals yielded 
multiple peaks using the minisatellite technique but most of these peaks were noise, 
similar to classic stutter peaks seen in a typical microsatellite. In non-heteroplasmic 
individuals, one dominant peak emerged (Figure 2b), whereas, in heteroplasmic 
individuals two peaks of nearly identical height occurred (Figure 2a).  This method 
yielded peaks, representing DNA fragment sizes, that matched the predicted size 
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estimates based on number of repeats determined from sequencing in 10 samples that 
were examined by both sequencing and minisatellite methods. Utilizing the minisatellite 
method eliminated the need to decipher the VNTR1 repeat motif from chromatograms 
with overlapping base calls present in heteroplasmic samples.  This method not only 
simplified but also improved the reliability in the determination of the number of repeats. 
For example, one heteroplasmic turtle, was interpreted as having both 7 and 8 repeats 
when the VNTR haplotype was determined by examination of the sequence 
chromatograms; whereas, that same turtle was determined to have a 5 and 6 repeat 
haplotype by the VNTR minisatellite method.  
Combining the minisatellite character (number of repeats in VNTR1) with the 
sequence data from the 3’ flanking region, resulted in 10 unique haplotypes among the 16 
turtles sequenced (Figure 5).  Of these 16 turtles, 3 were found to be heteroplasmic.  
There were 5 repeat motif characters (r5, r6, r5&6, r7, r7&8), and there were 7 unique 
sequence haplotypes (Figure 5) 
 
DISCUSSION 
Six primers were developed which allowed successful sequencing of the mtD-
loop of A. spinifera. The gross structure of the mtD-loop in A. spinifera is similar to other 
softshell turtles (Xiong et al. 2010) in containing a VNTR region near its 5’ terminus and 
an AT-rich region near its 3’ terminus.  The central portion (base position 200 through 
base position 550) of the mtD-loop in A. spinifera is relatively conserved; matching a 
trend seen across the suborder Cryptodira (presented in Chapter 5).  
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The repeat motif of the VNTR region in spiny softshell turtles varies in base 
sequence and total length compared to other softshell turtles. The repeat motif of the 
VNTR in the related Florida softshell turtle (A. ferox) was found to be 50 bases 
(FJ890514). The reference mtD-loop sequences of A. spinifera taken from GenBank 
(NC021371 & JF966197) had a VNTR with a repeat motif of 52 bases, whereas 
sequences from turtles from Lake Champlain have a motif of 52 bases in the first repeat 
but a motif of only 50 bases in the following repeats. In addition, spiny soft-shell turtles 
sampled from Lake Champlain also varied in number of repeats present in the VNTR 
region from 5 to 8 repeats whereas sequences from GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) 
from an unknown location each contained only 5 repeats at VNTR1. 
The non-VNTR region of the mtD-loop sequences from Lake Champlain spiny 
softshell turtles contained a considerable number of polymorphic sites (16) whereas no 
polymorphic sites were present between the two spiny softshell turtle sequences from 
GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197). Differences in the degree of within-sample diversity 
may suggest geographic variation between spiny softshell turtles sampled from Lake 
Champlain and those from GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197). 
The non-VNTR region of the mtD-loop sequences compared between softshell 
turtles from Lake Champlain and those from GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) showed 
major differences in the AT-rich region.  The haplotypes from Lake Champlain include a 
20 base deletion and 10 substitutions in the AT-rich region when compared to the 
reference sequences from GenBank.  This also suggests that there may be substantial 
geographic variation in the AT-rich region of the mtD-loop in spiny softshell turtles but 
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unfortunately no locality information is available for the two sequences in GenBank 
(NC021371 & JF966197).  
Additional levels of complexity of the mtD-loop sequence existed in that variation 
in repeat motif which varied at all levels of comparison (among repeats in an individual, 
among repeats across individuals from the same sampling locality, and among repeats 
across individuals from the same species). The variation among repeat motifs observed in 
the sequences from Lake Champlain, were similar to the variation seen between Lake 
Champlain and GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) VNTR region repeats.  Thymine 
indels near base positions 15 and 16 were common among variable repeat motifs within 
the Lake Champlain sample such that uncommon 52 base repeats in the Lake Champlain 
sample matched the common 52 base repeat motif of the GenBank sample (NC021371 & 
JF966197).  
With so many levels of potential variation it was very difficult to determine 
homology among repeats across mtD-loop sequences from different turtles. It cannot be 
known which repeats are identical by descent and which repeats are identical by mutation 
and so repeats cannot be accurately compared across individuals.  Furthermore, each 
repeat in a VNTR region could independently accumulate mutations that change the 
repeat motif. If repeats differ by a single point mutation, then it can be determined that 
two such repeats are not homologous (as the motifs would be different), However, if 
enough repeat motif-altering mutations accumulated across individuals being compared it 
is possible that no repeats within the VNTR region would appear to be homologous, thus 
making alignments of repeats within a VNTR region nearly impossible. Only if two 
identical within-repeat polymorphisms are present (as was the case with repeat 1 of the 
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VNTR region of Lake Champlain sequences) can those repeats be assumed to be 
homologous.     
Given the difficulty in determining homology among repeats within Lake 
Champlain sequences, let alone across these 16 samples and those from GenBank 
(NC021371 & JF966197), a VNTR region composite sequence with 6 repeats (the most 
common number of repeats in Lake Champlain haplotypes) was compared to the 
GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) sequences. 
Heteroplasmy was observed in the mtD-loop sequences derived from Lake 
Champlain at a frequency of nearly 19 percent of the samples examined.  Heteroplasmic 
individuals were identified that appeared to have mitochondrial D-loop sequences with 
both 5 and 6 repeats and with both 7 and 8 repeats.  No individual was found with mtD-
loop sequence with only 8 repeats, suggesting that 8 repeats maybe the upper limit of 
VNTR region size.  These large tandemly-repeated regions in the mtD-loop typically 
form secondary structure, even in stable formations of single stranded models (Chapter 
5).  There is the possibility of less stable VNTR region repeat-on-repeat folding in which 
non-adjacent repeats anneal.  The longer the VNTR region becomes, the more 
permutations of repeat-on-repeat folding are possible; however, at a certain point in size, 
the likelihood for large sections of the VNTR region to loop out during the replication of 
the mtD-loop becomes as high as the entirety of the large VNTR region is to be replicated 
(Vogler et al. 2006).  
Ten samples were tested by both sequencing and the VNTR minisatellite method 
for the purpose of determining the number of repeats in the VNTR region. Eight of these 
samples were not heteroplasmic.  Results were identical for 7 of 8 non-heteroplasmic 
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samples.  The number of repeats for one non-heteroplasmic sample was overestimated by 
one repeat length using the determination by sequencing method.  It was originally 
interpreted as a 7 repeat whereas by the VNTR minisatellite method it was interpreted as 
a 6 repeat. Two heteroplasmic samples were compared by both the sequencing method 
and the VNTR minisatellite method.  One sample was called a 5 & 6 repeat by both 
methods.  The other heteroplasmic sample was interpreted as a 7 & 8 repeat from reading 
sequence chromatograms; whereas, when that same sample was tested using the VNTR 
minisatellite method, it was interpreted as a 5 & 6 repeat sample. This demonstrated that 
complications in the interpretation and alignment of mtDNA sequence caused by a 
VNTR region could be circumvented by treating that VNTR region as a minisatellite.  
An advantage of the VNTR minisatellite approach is its improved resolution and 
efficiency in interpreting the number of repeats in a VNTR region, especially when 
heteroplasmic samples are concerned.   Comparisons between determining the number of 
repeats in the VNTR region by counting repeats on sequence chromatograms versus 
employing the VNTR minisatellite method revealed that for assessing non-heteroplasmic 
sequences, the VNTR minisatellite method was more efficient.  Utilization of the VNTR 
minisatellite method required only one reaction to be run to interpret the number of 
repeats in the VNTR region; the sequencing method required a PCR amplification and a 
sequencing reaction to be run in both the forward and reverse directions. Additionally, 
interpreting size call peaks was less arduous than counting repeats from chromatograms. 
In the case of heteroplasmic sequences, employing the VNTR minisatellite technique was 
even more useful.  Interpreting the overlapping base calls in the sequence chromatogram 
of a heteroplasmic individual is labor intensive and is prone to errors resulting from 
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assumptions and interpretation of the investigator. The VNTR minisatellite approach 
resulted in more accurate interpretation of the number of repeats in the VNTR region than 
direct sequencing in the case of heteroplasmic samples.   
A disadvantage of the approach is the loss of resolution of homology across 
sequences being compared. The technique of collapsing a VNTR region into a 
minisatellite provides a simplified approach in which base substitutions internal to VNTR 
region repeats are ignored.  By comparing only VNTR region repeat number, (and not the 
polymorphisms internal to the repeats) detection of homology occurs at a reduced level. 
This method may provide a conservative estimate of molecular variation among 
individuals in a population, but it also reduces the likelihood of making erroneous 
assumptions during haplotype scoring. Assessing the genetic variation of a population at 
a reduced level of detection of homology may not change the major signal of a genetic 
marker.   Allozymes have been demonstrated to yield the same patterns as mtDNA 
sequence haplotypes when used to address landscape genetic questions, despite their 
obviously lower level of detection of homology (Trewick 2000).   
It is generally assumed that mitochondrial haplotypes are identical across tissues 
in an individual; however, work by Smith (2013) supports the idea that mtD-loop 
mutations occur within the lifetime of an individual such that different tissue within the 
body of an individual may yield different DNA sequences, thus causing an individual to 
be heteroplasmic. Heteroplasmy of mitochondrial markers has been reported in mice 
(Jenuth et al. 1997), rabbits (Casane et al. 1994), and humans (Wallace 1994) and 
frequently occurs in many other species whose mtD-loop contains a VNTR region (Lunt 
et al. 1998).  It may be that most adult individuals of any long-lived species are 
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heteroplasmic if one were to examine every copy of mtDNA contained within the 
individual.   However, this may not be particularly relevant in the actual lineage of 
mtDNA haplotype identity.  If the germ-line tissue is not heteroplasmic in the mother, 
then her offspring are not likely to inherit heteroplasmic mtDNA.   
Excluding contamination, there are two ways in which heteroplasmy may arise.  
A heteroplasmic individual may inherit heteroplasmic mitochondria from its mother, or 
heteroplasmy may arise by mutation during the lifetime of an individual. It is difficult to 
know exactly how the heteroplasmy observed in any sample population is generated; 
though, it appears that the heteroplasmy in this study of spiny softshell turtles from Lake 
Champlain arose by descent. No heteroplasmy was observed in adult turtles; instead, 
heteroplasmy was observed only in DNA extracted from hatchlings or egg shell 
membranes. The turtles with heteroplasmic mtD-loop sequence were too young to for it 
to be likely that heteroplasmy arose by mutation.  
Using a mtD-loop which contains a VNTR region for landscape genetic 
inferences introduces a series of potential problems. When heteroplasmy is not present in 
the sample of interest, the presence of a VNTR may create difficulty in employing 
traditional methods of sequence alignment. For instance, just because the first repeat 
observed in a VNTR region of individual A has the same repeat motif as the first repeat 
observed in the same VNTR region of individual B, this does not guarantee that these two 
repeats are the same; it is possible that they might have arisen from different mutation 
events.  From the perspective of molecular evolution, if the origin of the first repeat in 
individual A was not the same as the origin of the first repeat in the VNTR region of 
individual B, then the repeats are not homologous, and they should not be aligned as the 
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same sequence.  In this case the sequences of the aforementioned repeats are identical by 
mutation, not identical by descent; therefore, one must be careful as to what inferences 
are made from these DNA sequence data.   
To take this conundrum a step further, one may consider the additional 
complexity of including single nucleotide polymorphisms within the repeats of a VNTR 
region.  If there is a repeat that varies from the other repeats within the VNTR region (by 
a single nucleotide polymorphism internal to the VNTR repeat) and individual A and 
individual B both have this same repeat, then it is reasonable to assume that these repeats 
are identical by descent. In the case where two repeats vary from the other repeats within 
the VNTR region a by one single nucleotide polymorphism each, but the identity of those 
single nucleotide polymorphisms are different, it is difficult to know how to treat these 
repeats when scoring them as characters. Because this phenomenon creates two levels of 
character state changes, the process of scoring such characters becomes extremely 
challenging.  Because a single nucleotide polymorphism can be lost during the same 
mutation event in which an entire repeat is lost, the number of repeats in a VNTR may be 
considered more important (with respect to defining and comparing haplotypes) than a 
single nucleotide polymorphism internal to that VNTR repeat.  
The presence of heteroplasmic adult individuals in a population of a long-lived 
species may be a confounding factor in landscape genetic analyses.  Heteroplasmy in the 
number of VNTR repeats may arise by mutation during the lifetime of an individual, and 
thus the genetic markers representing the number of repeats in a heteroplasmic individual 
compared across individuals from the population, are in part identical by mutation as 
opposed to identical by descent; therefore, conclusions drawn about such a population 
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may not be valid. The lack of heteroplasmy in adult turtles in this study suggests that the 
heteroplasmy arose by descent and not by mutation; therefore, it is realistic to use the 
VNTR minisatellite technique to infer characters which may be informative for landscape 
genetic analysis of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain.   
Problems regarding the use of mtD-loop sequences with a VNTR region for 
landscape genetic analyses can be expressed as a tradeoff between assessing homology at 
a reduced level of detection (which may be the case with utilization of the VNTR 
minisatellite method), or potentially making erroneous assumptions regarding the 
homology on non-homologous DNA sequence elements (which may be the case when 
VNTR sequences are aligned and scored as haplotypes). One must collapse the VNTR 
region to a minisatellite in order for the mtD-loop to be useful as a genetic marker not 
only because it is nearly impossible to correctly align the sequence elements within the 
VNTR region, but also because if the VNTR region is not collapsed to a minisatellite, 
then nearly every individual is likely to end up having a unique haplotype; thus the utility 
of the mtD-loop as a landscape genetic marker would be limited.  
Although a VNTR region within mtDNA sequence presents challenges with 
traditional sequence alignment and haplotype determination, treating a VNTR region as a 
minisatellite serves to ameliorate such difficulties. In the case of a population of 
individuals that are all homoplasmic (with respect to a VNTR region-containing gene) or 
one in which the origin of heteroplasmy can be inferred with confidence, the treatment of 
a VNTR region as a minisatellite (and the treatment of the repeat number as a single 
character) could provide an informative character. This character combined with other 
informative characters (derived from DNA sequencing) may improve the resolution of a 
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landscape genetic analysis while minimizing technical challenges of sequence alignment 
of rapidly mutating VNTR regions. Future work will include addressing the variation in 
the mtD-loop within the Lake Champlain population of A. spinifera while employing the 
VNTR minisatellite technique. 
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Table 1. Primer pair sequences and target amplicon lengths  
ID sequence fragment length 
SS1f 5’-CCGGAATTTTAAATAAACTA-3’ 
444-596 bp 
Luc2r 5'-GTACTAAATACATTTAATGA-3' 
Luc1f 5'-GTACTAAATACATTTAATGA-3' 
506 bp 
Luc5r 5'-CTATCAAGCATTAACTAATT-3' 
Luc4f 5'-CGCACACTTACCAAATGGTA-3' 
406 bp 
CWK4r 5’-TGGCGTCTTCAGTGCCATGC-3’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Model of the mtD-loop (and flanking tRNAs) displaying location of variable number of 
tandem repeat (VNTR) region and AT-rich region found in the two A. spinifera sequences in 
GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) as well as in the A. spinifera mtD-loop sequences obtained 
from Lake Champlain turtle samples.  
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Figure 2. Size calls of the 3’ VNTR sequence of (a) heteroplasmic and (b) non-heteroplasmic 
turtles.  Peaks denote the size (length) of a given DNA fragment and peaks are observed in a 
regular modality of approximately 50 bp, the repeat motif in this VNTR.  The turtle represented 
in the top panel was heteroplasmic and has one dominant peak (highlighted in green) at 477 bp 
(5 repeats) and another at 527 bp (6 repeats), whereas the turtle represented by the bottom 
panel was not heteroplasmic as it had only one dominant peak at 527 bp (6 repeats).  The peaks 
flanking these dominant peaks are classic stutter peaks found in analyses of PCR amplifications 
of VNTR regions, most notably in microsatellites.  The peak at 487 bp is an artifact of the PCR 
which appeared in nearly all amplifications.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b 
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Figure 3.  Sequencing model of the mitochondrial D-loop in a heteroplasmic spiny softshell turtle 
(A. spinifera). Chromatograms are representations of sequence yielded from framed regions. 
Haplotypes with five and six repeats respectively in the VNTR region create loss of resolution or 
hybrid sequence reads.  a) Forward primer sequencing results in hybrid sequence when VNTR 
region repeat six overlaps with the non-repeat sequence 3’ of the VNTR region.  b) Reverse 
primer sequencing results in loss of resolution in the 5’ end of the resulting sequence as repeat 
one (in the six repeat haplotype) overlaps with tRNA-Pro and the non-repeated sequence 5’ of 
the VNTR region.   
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Figure 4. Chromatogram of overlapping sequences caused by heteroplasmy.  In this case the 
resolution of the sequence diminishes at approximately 275 bp (indicated by the arrow).  At this 
point competing sequence causes a mixed signal due to the presence of overlapping signals 
from fluorescent bases of another 50bp repeat TTTTATACTTTTTTCTTCTCCCGCGCCCAAGAGAT 
AAATTACCCTTTAAA and the beginning of the non-repeat region CATACTATGTATTATTGTACAT 
TCATCTATTTTCCACAAGCATATCACCA. 
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Figure 5. Haplotypes resulting from sequence and VNTR minisatellite analysis. 
 
 
 
  
Figure 6.  Sequence comparisons between A. spinifera sampled from Lake Champlain and those 
from GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197). a) mtD-loop non-VNTR region sequence alignments 
highlighting polymorphic sites among Lake Champlain and GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197;) 
spiny softshell turtles. LCh1-LCh7 represent Lake Champlain sequence haplotypes 1-7, and N&Lh 
represents GenBank A. spinifera sequences (NC021371 & JF966197). b) mtD-loop sequence 
comparisons between the identical VNTR region repeat (N&Lr) of A. spinifera sequences from 
GenBank (NC021371 & JF966197) and each of the 6 repeats of the composite VNTR region 
sequence generated from the 16 sequenced spiny softshell turtles from Lake Champlain. 
 
a 
b 
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CHAPTER 4. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE GENETIC POPULATION STRUCTURE 
OF THE SPINY SOFTSHELL TURTLE (APALONE SPINIFERA) IN LAKE 
CHAMPLAIN, VERMONT 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
This study presents an initial assessment of the genetic population structure of spiny 
softshell turtles (Apalone spinifera) in Lake Champlain using the mitochondrial D-loop 
as a genetic marker. Haplotype diversities were higher than expected, based on 
comparisons to other turtle species, which was likely a result of the presence of a VNTR 
region in the mtD-loop of spiny softshell turtles. The estimated effective population size 
(Ne=45) suggests a small breeding population and is similar to a breeding population size 
estimate (≈50) made by direct methods. No significant genetic differentiation was found 
between geographic populations occurring at Lamoille and Missisquoi regions of Lake 
Champlain (FST=0.082, p=0.223), and an indirect estimate of the migration rate between 
these populations was high (Nm>5.576). Radio telemetric data suggest that the Lamoille 
and Missisquoi populations are isolated. Genetic data are in contrast with radio telemetric 
data regarding population structure likely due to only recent isolation between these two 
populations of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The damming of rivers over the past century has subdivided most of the major 
rivers in the United States, with more than 50,000 large dams (>100 m high) and 
countless small dams (<100 m tall) (Poff & Hart 2002). The damming of rivers has had 
profound effects on many aquatic species (Pringle et al. 2000). Riverine turtles are 
increasingly experiencing habitat loss and population subdivision as a result of dams and 
human population expansion (Dodd 1990).  The North American softshell turtles 
(Apalone) are especially sensitive to aquatic habitat alteration because they leave the 
water only for nesting and occasional basking (Plummer 1977; Parren et al. 2009). The 
damming of rivers presents a barrier to migration for these highly aquatic riverine turtle 
species of the genus Apalone (Plummer 1977) thus reducing access to otherwise available 
habitat and potentially fragmenting populations.  In addition to physical barriers, such as 
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dams, high levels of human activity (Galois and Ouellet 2007) and shoreline development 
can reduce habitat suitability (Chapter 1).  Together, the construction of dams and 
shoreline developments is responsible for fragmenting otherwise suitable habitat; 
however, the consequences of habitat loss and population subdivision of North American 
softshell turtle species remain largely unstudied.   
The spiny softshell turtle (Apalone spinifera) in Lake Champlain, Vermont occurs 
at the northeastern-most extent of the species’ range (Galois et al. 2002) and is listed as 
threatened in the state of Vermont. Despite the spiny softshell turtle being a riverine 
species, it is restricted to a few areas within Lake Champlain (Parren et al. 2009). 
Population ranges are thought to be constrained by limited habitat availability as winter 
hibernacula are present only near the mouths of the Lamoille and Missisquoi rivers  
(Galois et al. 2002; Parren et al. 2009). Both the Lamoille and Missisquoi rivers are 
dammed. No spiny softshell turtles have been observed upstream of these dams (Andrews 
2005); thus these dams reduce access to additional hibernacula and nesting habitat.  The 
total population size of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain is estimated to be 
between 200 and 300 turtles (Parren et al. 2009) with the Lamoille habitat supporting 
approximately 60 spiny softshell turtles (Graham & Graham 1997) and the Missisquoi 
habitat supporting approximately 200 spiny softshell turtles (Parren et al. 2009). 
Migration of adult turtles between Lamoille and Missisquoi habitat regions is expected to 
be minimal based on a limited radio telemetry study (Galois et al. 2002).  
 Possible threats to the persistence of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain 
include habitat loss by anthropogenic modification (Dodd 1990), mammalian predators 
that prey on nests and hatchlings (Parren et al. 2009), and to a lesser degree boat 
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mortality (Galois and Ouellet 2007) and disease (Gibbons et al. 2000). Despite the 
completion of several ecological studies of spiny softshell turtles over the past few 
decades (see Graham & Graham 1997; Galois et al. 2002; Parren et al. 2009), little is 
known about the population structure or genetic diversity of spiny softshell turtles in 
Lake Champlain. Robust genetic markers could aid in addressing questions concerning 
population size, nesting patterns, and dispersal which may inform conservation efforts of 
the Lake Champlain populations by more clearly defining conservation units.  
The mitochondrial control region (or mtD-loop) is the only major non-coding 
span of DNA sequence within the mitochondrial genome of vertebrates (Brown et al. 
1986). The mtD-loop is flanked on the 5’ end by tRNA-Pro and on the 3’ end by tRNA-
Phe. The typical structure of the mtD-loop includes internal spans of sequence with 
varying mutation rates (Lunt et al. 1998). An average mtD-loop mutation rate of 2.5 
mutations/site/Myr was determined in humans (Thomas et al. 1997). The mtD-loop 
contains spans of DNA with relatively high mutation rates that are interspersed with 
DNA regions with relatively low mutation rates, known as conserved sequence blocks 
(CSBs). In some species, DNA regions with very high mutation rates, such as AT-rich 
regions or variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) regions are also present (Sbisà et 
al. 1997).  
Because of reduced evolutionary constraints, the mtD-loop is generally much less 
conserved than other genes in the mitochondrial genome (Lunt et al. 1998) and thus has 
been commonly used as a marker in landscape genetic studies of vertebrates (Daveya et 
al. 2003, Van Den Bussche et al. 2003, Rosenbaum et al. 2007). A number of studies of 
turtles have employed the mtD-loop to investigate genetic structuring within water bodies 
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(Allard et al. 1994; Pearse et al. 2006; Güçlü et al. 2011). Güçlü et al. (2011) specifically 
employed the mtD-loop to estimate gene flow between sampling localities of African 
softshell turtles (Trionyx triunguis) in order to determine population boundaries (and 
therefore appropriate conservation units).  The objective of this study was to use the mtD-
loop as a landscape genetic marker to estimate genetic diversity within, and gene flow 
between, spiny softshell turtles sampled from Lamoille versus Missisquoi regions of Lake 
Champlain. 
 
METHODS 
Tissue Collection and DNA Extraction 
Tissue was collected from nesting beaches or captured turtles, and DNA was 
extracted from either post-hatching egg shell membrane (chorion), the muscle tissue of 
deceased hatchlings, or 3 mm carapace punches of live adult turtles (Table 1). Muscle 
tissue was frozen in a -20
 o
C freezer and carapace punches were stored in 95% ethanol at 
room temperature.  Muscle and carapace punch tissues were first pulverized in liquid 
nitrogen and DNA was extracted using the Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen).  Egg 
shell membranes were processed and DNA was extracted from these tissues using a 
modification of the Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen) (Chapter 2).   
 
PCR and Sequencing Conditions 
Conditions for PCR amplification of the D-loop employed 25 uL volume 
reactions typically including 50-100 ng of template DNA.  Reaction conditions included 
35 cycles of 1 minute at 94
o
C followed by an annealing temperature of 50
o
C (Luc1f & 
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Luc5r) or 56
o
C (SS1f & Luc2r or Luc4f & CWK4r) for 1 minute followed by an 
extension step of 72
o
C for 1 minute (Table 2).  Illustra PuReTaq Ready-To-Go PCR 
Beads (GE Healthcare Biosciences) were used in these 25 uL reactions along with 0.7 uL 
of the forward and reverse primers (stock concentrations of 10 uM).   
PCR products were fractionated on a 1.2% agarose TBE gel in a 1X TBE running 
buffer.  The gel was stained in a 0.5 ug/mL ethiduim bromide solution, de-stained in 
distilled water, and bands were visualized using ultraviolet light.  Banding patterns were 
compared to a 100 bp DNA size standard (New England BioLabs). PCR products were 
treated with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix) to remove unbound primers in preparation for 
sequencing.  PCR products were combined with ExoSAP-IT in a 5 uL : 2 uL ratio and 
incubated at 37
o
C for 15 minutes followed by 80
o
C for 15 minutes. 
Each of the mtD-loop PCR products was sequenced in both directions in two 
separate Sanger terminator sequencing reactions. Reaction conditions included a 5 min 
initial melting step at 96
o
C followed by 25 cycles of 30 sec at 96
o
C, 15 sec at 50
o
C, and 4 
minute at 60
o
C. Reagents included 4.5 uL of stock BigDye Terminator v3.1 (Applied 
Biosystems) in a 1:8 dilution with 5X sequencing buffer (Applied Biosystems), 1.5 uL 
(stock concentrations of 10 uM) forward or reverse primer, 1.5 uL PCR amplification 
products, and 7.5 uL of sterile RO water to make a 15 uL reaction. 
Unincorporated dye was removed from sequencing products using SDS and spin 
columns. A volume of 1.5 uL of 2.2% SDS was added to the 15 uL sequencing products. 
These reagents were heated to 98
o
C for 5 minutes followed by cooling at 25
o
C for 10 
minutes. SDS-treated sequencing products were purified using a DyeEx 2.0 Spin Kit 
(Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.  
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The products of each of the terminator reactions were fractionated with an ABI 
Prism 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) and visualized using GeneMapper 
5.0 (Applied Biosystems). The sequences were aligned by eye, concatenated, and edited. 
Complete mtD-loop sequences were obtained for a total of 16 spiny softshell turtles 
(Table 1). The 961 bases of the flanking regions around the VNTR were aligned across 
the 16 turtles sampled and single nucleotide polymorphisms were identified (Figure 1). A 
sequence haplotype based on sequence variation of the non-VNTR regions was 
determined for each turtle (Figure 1). 
 
Minisatellite Examination of VNTRs 
Minisatellites are spans of DNA (>300 bp) that typically include long (13 bp to 
>100 bp) GC-rich regions of tandemly repeated units (Debrauwere et al. 1997). VNTR1 
was treated as a minisatellite by attaching a fluorescent tag to the 3’ end of the reverse 
primer (Luc 2r), amplifying this (VNTR1-containing) first third of the D-loop (using 
primers SS1f and Luc2r) (Figure 1), and determining the size of the amplified DNA 
fragment by capillary electrophoresis using a LIZ 1200 size standard. The number of 
repeats in the VNTR1 region was estimated by first subtracting the number of bases in 
the amplified flanking regions of the VNTR (229 bp) from the total length of the 
amplified fragment and then dividing that difference by the typical number of bases in a 
single repeat (50 bp). The resulting number was rounded to the nearest whole number as 
the sizing technique gives a close estimate (but not an exact number) of the number of 
bases in the amplified fragment [(total length of the amplified fragment -229)/50 = 
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number of repeats in the VNTR1 region]. Twenty-one samples were examined by this 
approach (Table 1). 
 
Data Analysis 
For the 16 non-VNTR DNA sequences, nucleotide diversity (Pi) (Nei 1987), 
haplotype diversity (Hd) (Nei 1987), and two neutrality tests (Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) 
and Fu’s Fs (Fu & Li 1993)) were calculated using DnaSP v5 (Librado & Rozas 2009). 
Default data settings were changed to represent haploid mitochondrial DNA sequence.  
VNTR minisatellite repeat numbers were recoded to sequence haplotypes and 
analyzed. ARLEQUIN version 3.5.1 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010) was employed to 
compute a pairwise FST (10k step permutation test) (Slatkin 1995) as well as to estimate 
the number of migrants per generation (Nm) (Slatkin 1991). These calculations were 
obtained in ARLEQUIN using haplotype frequencies rather than nucleotide diversity in 
order to focus on haplotype diversity created by repeat number (sequence length). DnaSP 
was used to compute haplotype diversity (Hd) for both the Lamoille and Missisquoi 
samples as well as for the entire Lake Champlain sample using this data set. During these 
analyses gaps were treated as a fifth state in order to circumvent bias in calculation 
(preventing DnaSP from excluding sites with gaps) arising from haplotypes of unequal 
lengths.  Neutrality tests (Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs) were performed in ARLEQUIN using 
10k simulated samples. All of the aforementioned calculations based on the VNTR 
minisatellite data were performed both including and excluding heteroplasmic 
individuals. Composite haplotypes (derived from the Missisquoi sample; Figure 1) were 
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analyzed with DnaSP; haplotype diversity was estimated and neutrality tests (Tajima’s D 
and Fu’s Fs) were performed.   
Effective population size (Ne) was calculated by the equation 
Ne=(theta_pi)/(2*mutation rate).  To calculate effective population size using VNTR 
haplotype data, a mutation rate of 1x10
-4
 was used, based on nuclear VNTRs used in 
human forensics (Legendre et al. 2007). For effective population size estimates made 
using non-VNTR sequence-based or composite haplotypes, a mutation rate of 2.5 
mutations/site/Myr was used, which translates to 0.036 mutations/generation, based on 
the mutation rate of the mtD-loop in humans (Thomas et al. 1997). Theta_pi values 
(Tajima 1983) were calculated in ARLEQUIN for all datasets considered. 
 
RESULTS 
DNA Sequencing 
DNA sequencing of 16 turtles from the Missisquoi region of Lake Champlain 
(Table 1) revealed that the mtD-loop varied in length between turtles due to varying 
numbers of repeats (5-8) in the VNTR1 region. Heteroplasmy was identified in 
approximately 19% (3 of 16) of the population (Figure 1). 
When only the 961 base non-VNTR region of the mtD-loop was analyzed, 7 
haplotypes and a total of 16 polymorphic sites (Figure 1) were identified.   Sequence 
haplotype h7 was the most common occurring at a frequency 0.50 (8 of 16 turtles), 
followed by haplotype h4 at a frequency of 0.188,  followed by haplotypes h1, h2, h3, h5, 
& h6 each occurring in a single sample (Figure 1).  For the non-VNTR region of the 
mtD-loop, nucleotide diversity (Pi) was 0.00238 and haplotype diversity (Hd) was 0.742. 
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Neutrality tests resulted in a significant result for Tajima’s D (D=-2.055, p=0.007) while 
Fu’s Fs was not significant (Fs=-1.284, p=0.213).  Theta_pi was 2.308, and when utilized 
with a mutation rate for the human mtD-loop, the effective population size was estimated 
at 32.06 (Table 4). 
 
VNTR1  
Analysis of the VNTR region, by either the minisatellite method or by direct 
sequencing, revealed that the mtD-loop of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain 
(Figure 1) contained 5 to 8 VNTR repeats with 6 repeats being the most frequent pattern, 
occurring in over 50% of the turtles examined (Table 3).   Four of 32 turtles (12.5%) 
sampled were heteroplasmic, (Table 3) with 3 turtles containing both 5 and 6 VNTR 
repeats (Het5/6) and a single turtle with both 7 and 8 VNTR repeats (Het7/8).   
Both the Lamoille and Missisquoi sampling localities (Table 1) were represented 
among the 32 turtle for which the VNTR region was characterized; although, the majority 
(87.5%) of the samples analyzed were collected from the Missisquoi (Table 3).   No 
heteroplasmy was observed within the sample (n=4) from the Lamoille River whereas 4 
of 28 turtles (14.3%) were heteroplasmic in the Missisquoi Bay sample (Table 3).  A 
VNTR haplotype with 7 repeats was unique to the Missisquoi sampling locality, while 5 
and 6 repeats were observed in samples from both areas (Table 3). Haplotype diversity 
values were Hd=0.667 and Hd= 0.643 (0.522 excluding heteroplasmic haplotypes) for the 
Lamoille and Missisquoi samples respectively with a haplotype diversity for the total 
Lake Champlain sample being Hd=0.643 (0.540 excluding heteroplasmic haplotypes) 
(Table 4). 
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An FST computed between the Lamoille and Missisquoi samples (excluding 
heteroplasmic haplotypes) was not significantly different from zero (FST=0.082, 
p=0.223). The number of migrants per generation was estimated to be Nm=5.576. 
Neutrality tests (Tajima’s D & Fu’s Fs) were not significant for estimates made with 
either Lamoille (D=2.268, p=0.996; Fs=5.917, p=0.989) or Missisquoi (D=0.313, 
p=0.678; Fs=14.542, p=0.999) VNTR haplotypes (Table 4). Theta_pi values were 11.333, 
16.101, and 15.560 which returned effective population size estimates of 56665, 80505, 
and 77800 for the Lamoille, Missisquoi, and total Lake Champlain regions respectively 
(Table 4). Excluding the heteroplasimc individuals from the calculations of theta_pi and 
effective population size estimates yielded theta_pi= 9.855 and 10.254 and Ne=49275 
and 51207 for the Missisquoi and the total Lake Champlain regions respectively (Table 
4). 
 
Composite Haplotypes 
The respective VNTR region repeat number was combined with the (961 base 
non-VNTR region) DNA sequence (Figure 1) and composite haplotypes were created for 
each of the 16 turtles whose mtD-loop had been sequenced. Eleven composite haplotypes 
resulted (A-K) (Figure 1) with composite haplotypes D (h4 r6) and J (h7 r7) being the 
most common with each occurring in 3 of 16 turtles sequenced. Composite haplotype I 
(h7 r6) was the next most common (representing 2 of 16 turtles). The remaining 
composite haplotypes (A, B, C, E, F, G, H, & K) were each represented by only a single 
turtle. Haplotype diversity among the 16 composite haplotypes A-K was Hd=0.942 
(Hd=0.910 excluding heteroplasmy). Neutrality tests were not significant for Fu’s Fs 
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(Fs=4.222, p=0.957) or Tajima’s D (D=0.571, p=0.101).  Theta_pi was 3.258 which 
returned an effective population size estimate of Ne=45.250. Estimations made excluding 
heteroplasmic samples from composite haplotype data yielded a theta_pi value of 3.269 
which returned an effective population size estimate of Ne=45.403 (Table 4). 
 
DISCUSSION  
Haplotype diversity values calculated, using VNTR minisatellite haplotypes, for 
the Lamoille and Missisquoi populations were nearly the same when heteroplasmic 
haplotypes were excluded (0.6667 and 0.643 respectively); the average haplotype 
diversity across both samples was Hd=0.655. Haplotype diversity calculated using the 16 
mtD-loop sequences (Hd=0.742; all samples from Missisquoi) was lower than the 
haplotype diversity values for composite haplotypes (0.910 & 0.942). Both sequence and 
composite haplotype diversity values were higher than the VNTR region haplotype 
diversities (Table 4).    
Eight of the nine haplotype diversities calculated for Lake Champlain samples fell 
within the range of haplotype diversities (Hd=0.560-0.974) observed in other species of 
turtle: Trionyx triunguis Hd=0.974 (Güçlü et al. 2011), Podocnemis expansa Hd=0.884 
(Pearse et al. 2006), Chelonia mydas Hd=0.560 (Encalada et al. 1996). Only the 
haplotype diversity value for the Missisquoi region, calculated using VNTR haplotypes 
without heteroplasmic haplotypes, was below the range (Hd=0.522).  
It is difficult to draw conclusions from comparisons between Lake Champlain 
sequence diversity values and those in the literature for other turtles.  For the closest 
relative of A. spinifera examined, T. triunguis (Güçlü et al. 2011), the sequence diversity 
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was high (Hd=0.974), however this value was estimated across a broad geographic range 
(Egypt to Turkey).  Encalada et al. (1996) describe a localized population of C. mydas in 
Florida (n=24) with a sample size and the geographic range more comparable to this 
study.  The mtD-loop sequence diversity (Hd=0.560) described in C. mydas (Encalada et 
al. 1996) contains a VNTR in the AT-rich region and therefore is most comparable to the 
composite haplotype data (excluding heteroplasmy) of this study (Hd=0.910). Spiny 
softshell turtle haplotype diversities were higher than expected, which is likely due to a 
high mutation rate along the VNTR region of the mtD-loop. Observing higher than 
expected haplotype diversities suggests that the mtD-loop is evolving faster in A. 
spinuifera from Lake Chaplain than in T. triunguis or C. mydas. 
 Sequence data of the complete mtD-loop was not available to resolve differences 
between the Lamoille and Missisquoi localities because the quality of the DNA sequence 
obtained for the Lamoille turtles was very low (due to tissue sample degradation). The 
VNTR minisatellite repeat numbers, when treated as haplotypes, were useful in 
estimating gene flow in Lake Champlain between the Lamoille and Missisquoi regions.  
An FST value of 0.082 (p=0.223) suggests that the measurable amount of differentiation 
between the Lamoille and Missisquoi populations is very low and, at least historically, 
the spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain were part of a single population. It may be 
that the Lamoille and Missisquoi populations of spiny softshell turtles have only recently 
become isolated. Because genetic population structure (FST) is based on past population 
structure (that gene pool that gave rise to the current sample population; Slatkin 1987), 
not enough time may have passed for mutations to accumulate to a degree that the 
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sampled genetic structure reflects the current physical population structure (isolation) of 
spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain. 
Studies of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain suggest that adult females 
tend to move greater distances than to do adult males; however, female spiny softshell 
turtles also appear to display nest site fidelity (Parren et al. 2009). Radio telemetry 
studies have not identified any spiny softshell turtles migrating between the Lamoille and 
Missisquoi regions of in Lake Champlain (Graham & Graham 1997; Galois et al. 2002). 
Plummer (1977) suggests that juvenile softshell turtles are responsible for a significant 
degree of migration (by passive dispersal) between populations. There is a small chance 
that juvenile dispersal could maintain a level of gene flow between Lamoille and 
Missisquoi populations of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain. However, given the 
challenges that juvenile turtles face before reaching sexual maturity, it is unlikely that 
they are contributing substantially to gene flow, especially in the Champlain population 
where the habitat is atypical.  The population exists in a lake rather than a directionally 
flowing water body, like a river, (as described by Plummer 1977); therefore passive 
migration of juveniles between the Lamoille and Missisquoi populations is unlikely. 
Plummer et al. (1997) also demonstrated that adult softshell turtles, though typically 
remaining in their home range, would occasionally make long directional trips outside of 
their home range, which were hypothesized to be exploratory.  Because both nesting 
habitat and hibernacula are limited in Lake Champlain (Galois et al. 2002), it is possible 
that spiny softshell turtles make such exploratory trips regularly. The infrequent transfer 
of adults between Lamoille and Missisquoi populations by this mechanism may be 
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sufficient to prevent any significant genetic differentiation; although, the radio telemetry 
data do not support this hypothesis. 
The Nm estimate suggests that there have been at least 5.576 migrants per 
generation on average to create the genetic structure observed among spiny softshell 
turtles at the mouths of two rivers in Lake Champlain.  This is a crude estimate of the 
migration rate as it is calculated from VNTR haplotype data. An indirect estimate of gene 
flow based on an estimate of FST is not necessarily representative of current genetic 
structure (Whitlock & McCauley 1999). It may be that the level of gene flow, inferred 
from genetic the data, between Lamoille and Missisquoi populations may be due to these 
populations having become isolated only within the past few decades.  
Fu’s Fs was not significant for tests performed using any of the data types. 
Tajima’s D was not significant for tests performed using VNTR or composite haplotype 
data, but the non-VNTR sequence data produced a highly significant result. This negative 
and significant Tajima’s D may suggest that the population of spiny softshell turtles in 
Lake Champlain may be experiencing growth.  However Fu (1997) demonstrated that 
Fu’s Fs is a more powerful test that Tajima’s D at detecting population expansion. The 
trend among the neutrality test results suggests that, in general, there is no evidence of 
major fluctuations in population size; likewise these tests cannot reject the hypothesis that 
the spiny softshell turtle population in Lake Champlain is evolving in mutation-drift 
equilibrium.   
Although three VNTR repeat haplotypes (r5&6, r7, r7&8) appear to be unique to 
the Missisquoi region, it is not possible to rule out the small sample size as the cause of 
the lack of detection of these haplotypes in the Lamoille population.  Assuming that the 
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Missisquoi sample (n=28) is representative of the total Lake Champlain population, one 
would expect to find the rarest of VNTR repeat haplotypes at very low frequencies: r7&8 
at 0.036 and r5&6 at 0.107.  This means that the sample size necessary to attribute the 
lack of observation of VNTR repeat haplotype r5&6 would be at least n=10 and to 
attribute the lack of observation of VNTR repeat haplotype r7&8 would be at least n=28. 
Thus the lack of observation of these two rare VNTR repeat haplotypes may be due to the 
small sample size (n=4) rather than those VNTR repeat haplotypes not actually being 
present in the Lamoille region. This phenomenon of sample size may account for the lack 
of heteroplasmy being observed in the Lamoille sample as well.  A Lamoille sample size 
of n=7 would be necessary to observe an expected heteroplasmic haplotype frequency of 
0.143. Interestingly, r7 was not observed in the Lamoille sample but r5 was despite these 
repeat haplotypes occurring at the same frequency (0.143) in the Missisquoi sample. With 
such a small sample size from the Lamoille region, it is not possible to know whether 
observed differences in genetic structure between Lamoille and Missisquoi samples are 
actually representative of the population. 
Eight VNTR region repeats were detected by sequencing (but were not confirmed 
via the VNTR-minisatellite method). Having found 8 VNTR region repeats in only one 
heteroplasmic individual suggests that 8 repeats maybe the upper limit of VNTR region 
size.  These large tandemly-repeated regions in the mtD-loop typically form secondary 
structure, even in stable formations of single stranded models (Chapter 5).  There is the 
possibility of less stable VNTR region repeat-on-repeat folding in which non-adjacent 
repeats anneal.  The longer the VNTR region becomes, the more permutations of repeat-
on-repeat folding are possible; however, at a certain point in size, the likelihood for large 
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sections of the VNTR region to loop out during the replication of the mtD-loop becomes 
as high as the entirety of the large VNTR region is to be replicated (Vogler et al. 2006).  
Heteroplasmy was detected in the Missisquoi sample by DNA sequencing of the 
mtD-loop and by VNTR minisatellite sizing at a frequency of 0.1429 (3 of 21 turtles by 
each method).  Because VNTR region repeat characters from DNA sequence 
chromatograms must be determined by eye, they are likely less accurate than those repeat 
characters determined by the VNTR minisatellite method (Chapter 3). One heteroplasmic 
turtle, which was tested by both methods, was originally called a r7&8 repeat by 
sequencing but was later determined to be a r5&6 repeat by the VNTR minisatellite 
method.  
Direct estimates of population size require either extensive sampling for mark-
recapture studies or of large numbers of microsatellite loci for population assignment 
tests (Luikart et al. 2010).  Studies conducted on spiny softshell turtles in Lake 
Champlain have included only small number of samples to date. Therefore, it is 
appropriate to make an indirect estimate of population size using genetic data. The 
estimates of effective population size ranged from Ne=32.06 to 80505.00 due to these 
estimates being made with different mutation rates for different parts of the mtD-loop.  
Effective population size estimates made from VNTR haplotypes (mutation rate of 1x10
-
4
)  appears to yield gross overestimates compared to effective populations size estimates 
made from non-VNTR region sequence or composite haplotypes (mutation rate of 0.036). 
This VNTR-based mutation rate was estimated from nuclear VNTRs in humans as no 
mitochondrial VNTR mutation rate was available. Because effective population sizes 
estimated using this nuclear VNTR rate were several orders of magnitude higher than 
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effective population sizes estimated with a well-supported mutation rate, this nuclear 
VNTR-based mutation rate represents an underestimate of the true mutation rate on the 
mitochondrial VNTR region.  
The estimate of a breeding population size of approximately 50 spiny softshell 
turtles by direct methods is similar to indirect population size (Ne) estimates made from 
the non-VNTR and composite haplotype genetic data. The composite haplotype data 
likely gives the best estimate of effective population size (45.403 without heteroplasmic 
haplotypes, 45.250 with heteroplasmic data) as it takes into account the entire mtD-loop 
sequence.  Even though effective population sizes estimated by direct methods and 
indirect methods in this study were similar when indirect estimates were made using 
composite haplotype data, in general indirect estimates of effective population size tend 
to be imprecise (Waples 1991; England et al. 2006). 
             The mtD-loop is an informative marker that provides information regarding 
genetic diversity and population structuring, but it is not an ideal genetic marker for 
assessing the population structure of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain. Difficulty in 
obtaining high quality DNA sequences and sequence alignment, given the frequency of 
heteroplasmic individuals, reduced the efficiency of this marker for assessment of genetic 
structuring of A. spinifera in Lake Champlain. Furthermore heteroplasmy may create 
problems in using the mtD-loop as a genetic marker for associating hatchlings to female 
parents (nests) because of the possibility of somatic mutations arising within the lifetime 
of the mother; although, no heteroplasmy was observed in adult turtles in this study. The 
tissue from all four of the heteroplasmic turtles was derived from young turtles (egg shell 
membrane or hatchlings). In the future, this study should be repeated to both 1) increase 
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the total number of turtles sampled from each locality, 2) increase the number of 
informative characters by sequencing the mtD-loop of all turtles sampled. Increasing the 
number of samples from the Lamoille region would make it possible to know if 
heteroplasmic sequences are present there.  Increasing the number of informative 
characters by sequencing the non-VNTR regions of the mtD-loop would improve the 
resolution of the analysis.  In this study FST values were determined only with the VNTR 
repeat haplotype data (because mtD-loop sequences were not available from the Lamoille 
region).  The VNTR repeat haplotypes are effectively based on one character. Adding the 
961 bases of the non-VNTR mtD-loop sequence would strengthen the estimates of 
diversity within and gene flow between spiny softshell turtles from Lamoille and 
Missisquoi regions of Lake Champlain. 
The development of nuclear markers should also be revisited as the inclusion of 
several polymorphic minisatellite or microsatellite markers would improve the resolution 
of a population genetic analysis. For example, estimates of paternal contributions to nests 
could be measured using nuclear markers.  Likewise information in the form of bi-
parentally inherited individual genotypes would improve the ability of detection of 
genetic clusters in Lake Champlain. 
The mtD-loop was used as a marker to investigate the genetic population structure 
of spiny softshell turtles in Lake Champlain. The population structure suggests that spiny 
softshell turtles in Lake Champlain were historically part of a single population. The 
effective population size estimate suggests a small breeding population. Higher than 
expected haplotype diversities were observed (among the composite haplotype data), but 
even the highest haplotype diversities were not outside of the range observed in closely 
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related turtle species. Haplotype diversities were higher than expected likely due to the 
presence of the VNTR region in the mtD-loop of spiny softshell turtles. Radio telemetry 
data suggests there is no migration of adult turtles between Lamoille and Missisquoi 
populations; however, the genetic data suggests that there is sufficient gene flow to 
prevent substantial differentiation. The discrepancies between the levels of gene flow 
inferred from the genetic data and those obtained from radio telemetry likely reflect 
relatively recent isolation of the Lamoille and Missisquoi populations of spiny softshell 
turtles in Lake Champlain. 
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Figure 1. Mitochondrial D-loop model of A. spinifera including flanking tRNAs and the location of 
VNTR1. A 961 base sequence (represented by the solid black line) is the sum of the blue regions 
5’ (16 bp) and 3’ (945 bp) of the VNTR1 region (dashed line below grey box). Capital letters at 
the left of the figure represent composite haplotypes of combined sequence haplotypes and 
repeat haplotypes.  Sequence position numbers (written vertically) describe the position of each 
polymorphic site within the 961 bp sequence. 
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Table 1. VNTR region repeat counts by method by which they were determined, tissue type, and 
locality. 
Sample ID Rpt# Method Locality Tissue 
S10-1-07 6 VNTR Missisquoi hatchling 
S46-1-12 7 VNTR Missisquoi egg membrane 
S8-1 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S9-1-10 5&6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S18-1-10 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S19-1-07 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S6-2-07 6 VNTR Missisquoi hatchling 
S5-1-07 5 VNTR Missisquoi hatchling 
D8-2 5 VNTR Lamoille hatchling 
S4-1-07 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S13-1-HATCH 5 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
WS5-8-08 5&6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S3-1-07 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
SST2009-03 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
SST2004-12 6 both VNTR&full seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
NH8-1-11 6 VNTR Lamoille egg membrane 
K26-1-11 5 VNTR Lamoille egg membrane 
S33-1-11 5 VNTR Missisquoi egg membrane 
S18-1-11 5&6 VNTR Missisquoi egg membrane 
S17-1-10 6 VNTR Missisquoi egg membrane 
NH9-6-12 6 VNTR Lamoille egg membrane 
S26-2 6 full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S33-1                 7 full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S5-1-07 7&8 full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
S15-1-11              7 full seq. Missisquoi egg membrane 
S22-1-11              7 full seq. Missisquoi egg membrane 
S24-1-COM 6 full seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
SST2009-06 6 part. seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
SST2004-07 6 part. seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
SST2009-4 6 part. seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
SST2009-2 5 part. seq. Missisquoi adult carapace 
S6-1-07 6 part. seq. Missisquoi hatchling 
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Table 2. Primer pair sequences and target amplicon lengths.  
ID sequence fragment length 
SS1f 5’-CCGGAATTTTAAATAAACTA-3’ 
444-596 bp 
Luc2r 5'-GTACTAAATACATTTAATGA-3' 
Luc1f 5'-GTACTAAATACATTTAATGA-3' 
506 bp 
Luc5r 5'-CTATCAAGCATTAACTAATT-3' 
Luc4f 5'-CGCACACTTACCAAATGGTA-3' 
406 bp 
CWK4r 5’-TGGCGTCTTCAGTGCCATGC-3’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Repeat count characters and frequencies by sampling locality.  Note: not all of 
sequenced individuals were examined by minisatellite method (see Table 1) 
 Sampling Regions Total 
  Lamoille Missisquoi  
 Repeat # count frequency count frequency count frequency 
r5 2 0.500 4 0.143 6 0.188 
r6 2 0.500 16 0.571 18 0.563 
r7 0 0.000 4 0.143 4 0.125 
Het5/6 0 0.000 3 0.107 3 0.094 
Het7/8 0 0.000 1 0.036 1 0.031 
Total 4  28  32  
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Table 4. Summary of genetic diversity and gene flow statistics by data type. 
Haplotype Diversity (Hd)  
 Heteroplasmy Lamoille Missisquoi Total  
Sequence  
NA     
NA  0.742   
VNTR  
yes 0.667 0.643 0.643  
no 0.667 0.522  0.540  
Composite 
yes  0.942   
no   0.910    
Tajima's D   
 Heteroplasmy Lamoille p-value Missisquoi p-value 
Sequence  
NA     
NA   -2.055    0.007* 
VNTR  
yes 2.268 0.996  0.863 0.852 
no 2.268 0.996  0.313 0.678 
Composite 
yes    0.571 0.101 
no     -0.493 0.331 
Fu's Fs    
 Heteroplasmy Lamoille p-value Missisquoi p-value 
Sequence  
NA     
NA    -1.284 0.213 
VNTR  
yes 5.971 0.978 16.046 0.999 
no 5.971 0.989 14.542 0.999 
Composite 
yes      4.222 0.957 
no        4.231 0.956 
Theta_pi   
 Heteroplasmy Lamoille Missisquoi Total  
Sequence  
NA     
NA  2.308   
VNTR  
yes 11.333  16.101 15.560  
no 11.333 9.855 10.254  
Composite 
yes  3.258   
no   3.269    
Effective Population Size (Ne)  
 Heteroplasmy Lamoille Missisquoi Total  
Sequence  
NA     
NA  32.06   
VNTR  
yes 56665.00 80505.00 77800.00  
no 56665.00 49275.00 51270.00  
Composite 
yes  45.250   
no   45.403    
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CHAPTER 5. MODELLING OF THE TESTUDINE MITOCHONDRIAL D-LOOP  
 
ABSTRACT  
 
The mitochondrial D-loop is the only substantial non-coding region of the 
mitochondrial genome.  Modeling the structure and function of the mtD-loop in 
mammals and turtles has suggested that conserved sequence elements, identified within 
the mtD-loop, are involved in the regulation of mtDNA replication and transcription.  
Although the work in mammals is well supported, investigations of turtle mtD-loop have 
been based on very few taxa representing only two turtle families. The present study 
describes the most comprehensive turtle mtD-loop model to date; the mtD-loop was 
modeled across 46 species in 14 families of extant turtles.  The primary structure was 
obtained from DNA sequences accessed from GenBank and secondary structures of the 
mtD-loop were inferred from thermal stabilities, using the program Mfold, for each 
superfamiliy of turtles. Both primary and secondary structures were found to be highly 
variable across the order of turtles; however, the inclusion of an AT-rich fold (secondary 
structure) near the 3’ terminus of the mtD-loop was common across all turtle 
superfamilies considered.  The Cryptodira showed conservation in the primary structure 
at regular conserved sequence blocks (CSBs), but the Pluerodira displayed little 
conservation in the primary structure of the mtD-loop. Overall, greater conservation in 
secondary structure than primary structure was observed in turtle mtD-loop.  The AT-rich 
secondary structural element near the 3’ terminus of the mtD-loop may be conserved 
across turtles due to it serving a functional role during mtDNA transcription. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The mitochondrial D-loop (or control region) is the only substantial non-coding 
span of DNA sequence within the mitochondrial genome. The mtD-loop is located 
between tRNA-Pro and tRNA-Phe in vertebrates (Saccone et al. 1987). Sequence regions 
within the mtD-loop vary in their rate of evolution and genetic variation. Short blocks of 
conserved sequence are interspersed between more variable regions of the mtD-loop.  
Conserved structural elements of the mtD-loop come in two forms: conserved sequence 
blocks (CSBs) and termination associated sequences (TASs).  
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It is hypothesized that conserved elements contained within the mtD-loop 
sequence serve functional roles in regulating mtDNA replication and transcription 
(Brown et al. 1986; Saccone et al. 1987). According to Saccone et al. (1987) CSBs serve 
as transcription promoters in the mtD-loop and TASs are associated with the site of mtD-
loop replication termination. Specifically, multiple TASs (of the sequence TACAT) were 
expected to form secondary structure (three dimensional folds), which halt the strand 
synthesis of mtDNA (Sbisa et al. 1997; Xiong et al. 2010). 
Although only a few studies have demonstrated the mechanistic biochemical roles 
that CSBs and TASs may serve, several authors have demonstrated that a trend exists in 
which sequence  elements in the mtD-loop are conserved across taxa within mammals 
(Brown et al. 1986; Sbisa et al. 1997), birds (Marshall & Baker 1997), and turtles (Xiong 
et al. 2010). For example, Sbisa et al. (1997) compared mtD-loop sequences across 
numerous mammalian taxa and found a high degree of conservation of the sequence and 
location of termination associated sequences (ETAS1 & ETAS2) as well as CSB1.   
Much of the early work (Brown et al 1986; Saccone et al. 1987; Sbisa et al. 1997) 
focusing on modeling of mtD-loop structure and function was performed in mammalian 
taxa. The mammalian mtD-loop model is partitioned into three domains (Saccone et al. 
1987): Left, Central, and Right, each of which contains one or more conserved elements 
(Figure 1). More recent mtD-loop modeling has expanded into birds (Marshall & Baker 
1997), turtles (Xiong et al. 2010), and other reptiles (Ray & Densmore 2002).  Xiong et 
al. (2010) published a study modeling the mtD-loop in turtles.  Their analysis showed 
substantial similarities to those mtD-loop sequence elements that had been identified in 
mammals, suggesting that the CSBs in turtles serve the same function as had been 
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inferred for mammals. The analysis of turtle mtD-loop by Xiong et al. (2010) was based 
on only 12 turtle taxa, more than half of which were of the superfamily Trionychoidea. 
This mtD-loop model by Xiong et al. (2010) did not address conserved sequence 
elements in non-Trionychoidean turtles.  
Extant turtles include two suborders: the Pleurodira (side necked turtles) and the 
Cryptodira (straight necked turtles). Within the straight turtles (Cryptodira) there are five 
superfamilies: Chelydroidea, Chelonioidea, Trionychoidea, Testudinoidea, and 
Kinosternoidea which include the families: Chelydridae, Cheloniidae, Dermochelyidae, 
Trionychidae, Carettochelydae, Platysternidae, Emydidae, Geoemydidae, Testudinidae, 
Kinosternidae, and Dermatemydidae.  The side neck turtles (Pleurodira) includes three 
other turtle families, Chelidae, Pelomedusidae, and Podocnemididae, for a total of 14 
extant turtle families (Table 1). 
Because previous modeling of mtD-loop in turtles was based only on a small 
sample of the diversity of the order, it remains unknown whether the TASs and CSBs, 
identified by Xiong et al. (2010), are conserved across all extant turtles. Furthermore, no 
mtD-loop secondary structure modeling has been performed to test the reliability of the 
hypothesis that the sequence TACAT (TASs) forms secondary involved in the 
termination of mtDNA strand synthesis. The purported functions of TAS and CSBs are 
unlikely to be correct if the primary structure of these sequence regions is not conserved 
across higher order taxonomic levels of turtles. Identifying primary structures (CSBs and 
TASs) that are conserved across turtle taxa may provide insight into the regulation of 
turtle mtDNA replication and transcription. This study expanded upon the work of Xiong 
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et al. (2010) by assessing the extent to which both primary and secondary mtD-loop 
structure was conserved across the order of turtles.   
 
METHODS 
Sequence Compilation 
An exhaustive collection of complete turtle mtD-loop sequences was compiled 
from GenBank as of October 2011 and four additional sequences were added in January 
2013 to populate the families Dermochelyidae, Kinosternidae, and Podocnemididae 
(Table 1).  Some species were represented by as many as three sequences in an effort to 
investigate interarspecific variation of mtD-loop sequences.  The total dataset contains 77 
mtD-loop sequences; however, the three Glyptemys insculpta samples are incomplete as 
they lack sequence 3’ of CSB3, but were included because of their intraspecies 
variability. Overall, the mtD-loop sequence compilation in this analysis includes data for 
13 of the 14 extant turtle families (no sequences are currently in GenBank for the 
Dermatemydidae). Within these 13 families there are a total of 37 genera and 46 species 
represented across both the Suborders Cryptodira and Pleurodira.   
 
Testudine and Mammalian mtD-loop Conserved Sequence Blocks 
In a preliminary analysis conducted for the purpose of gauging the degree of 
conservation of CSBs in mtD-loop sequences, mtD-loop CSBs from Rattus norvegicus, a 
model organism in an early mtD-loop investigation conducted by Brown et al. (1986), 
were compared to those of Lissemys punctata described by Xiong et al. (2010).  CSB 1-3, 
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as described in mammals by Brown et al. (1986) and in turtles by Xiong et al. (2010) 
were aligned by eye (Figure 4).  
 
Sequence Alignment and Content 
 Complete mtD-loop sequences were aligned by eye using previously published 
CSBs as anchors for comparison (Xiong et al. 2010).  Because the Testudine mtD-loop 
contains several tandemly repeated regions as well as very many variable sites across the 
order, alignment with a computer programs were not useful.  Non-tree forming computer 
programs fail to accurately align sequences with VNTRs. Likewise tree-forming 
alignment programs, such as CLUSTAL X2 (Larkin et al. 2007), tend to lose accuracy 
when large size differences among sequences exist.  The most effective method for 
comparison of these sequences, because of differences in length and lack of evolutionary 
constraints on much of the sequence, was to align the samples specifically to sequence 
blocks based on the CSBs identified in Xiong et al. 2010 (see Figure 2). 
 Once aligned, sequences were divided into left, central, and right domains. The 
base content per domain was calculated and transformed to percent base composition per 
domain (Table 2). Additionally the number of base pairs and the number of TAS blocks 
per domain as well as the total length of each sequence were calculated (Table 2).  Using 
the aligned sequence content data, such as the number and location of TASs, location of 
CSBs, and the presence or absence of VNTRs1-3, mtD-loop model figures were created 
for each family.  A general Testudine mtD-loop model was also created using a 
compilation of common elements across families (Figure 3). 
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Polymorphisms within Conserved Sequence Blocks 
Sequences were truncated to a length of sequence beginning at the 5’ end of the 
Central Domain and spanning through to the end of CSB3 (of the Right Domain), thus 
this conserved sequence region included CSBf, CSB1, CSB2, and CSB3.  The 3’ ends of 
each CSB (f &1-3) were trimmed to the shortest sequence length CSB across all samples.  
These four conserved regions were trimmed and concatenated so that one conserved 
region sequence (150 bp) resulted for each of the 73 samples of the Crypodira.   
Conserved region sequences of each family of turtles were aligned using 
CLUSTAL X2 (Larkin et al. 2007).  Aligned sequence output from CLUSTAL X2 was 
then formatted into a PLYLIP file and loaded into DnaSP 4.20 (Rozas et al. 2003).  The 
default settings for DnaSP 4.20 were changed to account for vertebrate mtDNA genetic 
code to recognize that the aligned DNA sequences were haploid of mitochondrial origin. 
An analysis of variable sites was performed and the numbers of variable and invariable 
sites within each family, and among the Cryptodira, were recorded.  Percent variable and 
percent invariable sites were calculated and tabulated (Table 2).  
 
Mfold 
Mfold (Zuker 2003) was used to determine the most stable secondary structures of 
single stranded mtD-loop sequences for one representative of each of the superfamilies of 
the Cryptodira, as well as a representative from the family Chelydridae and the suborder 
Pleurodira. The default model settings were used for all sequences folded.   
  Up to three of the most stable folding outputs from Mfold for a given sequence 
were obtained. The secondary structure patterns across these outputs were compared, 
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making note of similarities and differences in secondary structures.  Intra-sequence 
conservation and variation of folds was compared by matching folding patterns across 
outputs by domain.  Lastly, folding patterns were compared among taxa to assess to what 
degree folding patterns (secondary structures) were conserved. 
 
RESULTS  
Testudine and Mammalian mtD-loop Conserved Sequence Blocks 
Sequences of turtle CSBs 1-3, identified by Xiong et al. (2010) are similar to 
those of mammals identified by Brown et al. (1986)  (Figure 4).  The number of 
mammalian and turtle CSBs (CBSs 1, 2, and 3) are identical if the turtles are limited to 
the suborder Cryptodira and the sample of mammals excludes the Laurasatheria (Saccone 
et al. 1991).   In general, the CSBs of mammals, identified by Brown et al. (1986), match 
the CSBs in Cryptodiran turtles, identified by Xiong et al. (2010), with a high degree of 
conservation, although the lengths of reported CSBs differed.  For example, the Indian 
flapshell turtle (L. punctata) has a very similar CSB2 (only 2 variable sites) to the CSB2 
of mammals found by Sbisa et al. (1990); although this turtle CSB was reported as being 
3 bp longer than CSB2 in mammals (Figure 4). 
 
Primary Structure Models and Sequence Content 
 Mitochondrial D-loop sequence content across all turtle samples contains a great 
degree of diversity of sequence length, base content and, number and location of 
conserved elements (CBSs and TAS).  The Pleurodiran turtles differed greatly among 
families within this suborder as well as when compared to the Cryptodiran turtles.  In 
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most cases mtD-loop domains could not be identified in the Pleurodira.  Because of this, 
detailed mtD-loop structural content of the Pleurodira cannot be described or compared to 
the Cryptodira.   
Among the Cryptodiran turtles, average sequence length of the Left Domain was 
254.49 bases with a standard deviation of 131.37. The Central Domain had an average 
sequence length of 329.62 with a standard deviation of 12.63, and the Right Domain had 
an average sequence length of 795.90 with a standard deviation of 746.28.  Base content 
per domain among the Cryprodira for the Left Domain averaged 34%, 35%, 19%, & 12% 
for A, T, G, & C respectively.  The Central domain contained an average of 28%, 36%, 
19%, and 17% and the Right Domain contained an average 38%, 35%, 20%, & 6% of A, 
T, G, & C respectively.  
 It was expected that the Left Domain in turtles would contain one or two TAS as 
was previously reported for mammals and turtles (Saccone et al. 1991, Xiong et al. 
2010); however, the number of TAS per domain varied greatly across the Cryptodira. The 
Left Domains of some taxa of turtles contained no TAS; whereas, others had as many as 
four.  TASs were also found in the Central and Right Domains.  However, no domain 
always contained a TAS, but across all domains in a given sequence, at least one TAS 
was present.  The average number of TASs contained in the Left, Central, and Right 
domains among the Cryprodiran turtles were 1.14, 2.31, & 2.28 respectively.  
Other trends that were generally conserved across the Cryptodira were: the 
presence of an AT rich region at the 3’ end of the Right Domain (VNTR2), The presence 
of TASs throughout the three domains, the presence of CSBs 1, 2, & 3 in the Right 
Domain, and the presence of CSBf in the Central Domain (Figure 3). Because trends in 
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the primary structure of mtD-loop sequences match the level of family better than the 
whole order of turtles, the details of primary mtD-loop structural trends are described by 
family below.     
  
Suborder Cryprodira  
 Superfamily Chelydroidea 
  Family Chelydridae  
 Sequences from two species from different genera were available for this family 
(Table 1). Both taxa had TAS, though the number and location of those conserved 
elements differed between the sequences of Chelydra and the Macrochelys. Although 
there is about a 60 bp difference in length between the sequences, due to a longer AT rich 
region in C. serpentina (common snapping turtle), the location and base similarities of 
the CSBs are identical within the family (Figure 5).  
 
Superfamily Chelonioidea  
  Family Cheloniidae  
The sea turtles used in this analysis are represented by sequences of three species 
from three genera (Table 1). This family has conserved placement of CSBs and TASs 
(Figure 5).  The major differences are the length differences between Caretta caretta 
(Loggerhead sea turtle NC016923) (1130bp) compared to Eretmochelys imbricata 
(hawksbill sea turtle NC012398) and Chelonia mydas (green sea turtle NC000886) 
(876bp and 885bp respectively).  These differences in length are mostly due to an 
extended AT rich region in the Right Domain of Caretta caretta. 
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 Family Dermochelyidae  
There is only a single sequence representing this family available, so it is not 
possible to draw conclusions concerning the mtD-loop structural trends in this family of 
turtles. The leatherback turtle has a sequence that fits the typical Testudine mtD-loop 
model (Figure 3) in that it contains all 4 CSBs, has a highly conserved Central Doman, 
and the 3’ end of the Right Domain ends in the long AT-rich VNTR2. What sets this 
family apart is its lack of TAS in the Left Domain (Figure 6). 
 
 Superfamily Trionychia  
  Family Trionychidae  
The family of softshell turtles contained the second highest intra-family level of 
mtD-loop diversity in the Cryptodira, but also included a large number of genera (7).  
These high levels of intra-family diversity in the Trionychidae are caused by size 
differences due to variation in the number of repeats in VNTR regions (Figure 7).  The 
softshell turtles contain a large VNTR region in the Left Domain (VNTR1) that varies in 
motif length from 20-50 bases across species.  Additionally a third VNTR region 
(VNTR3) is present in Pelodiscus sinensis (Chinese softshell turtle) between CSBs 1 and 
2 in the Right Domain (Figure 7). Lissemys punctata (Indian flapshell turtle) is an outlier 
with respect to mtD-loop primary structural trends of the Trionychidae as it lacks VNTR1 
as well as the majority of the Left Domain (Figure 7). 
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  Family Carettochelydae  
 The pig-nosed turtles are represented by sequences from two individuals, sharing 
an identical haplotype, of the same species in this analysis.  The haplotype fits the general 
model of the Testudine mtD-loop very well and does not contain a VNTR1. The CSBs 
and Central Domain are highly conserved across comparisons with other Cryprodira taxa, 
and six TASs (TACAT) are present, dispersed throughout the entire length of the 
sequence (Figure 8). 
 
 Superfamily Testudinoidea  
  Family Platysternidae  
The family Platysternidae, is represented by two sequences of a single species, the 
big-headed turtle (Platysternon megacephalum). The AT rich VNTR2 is not nearly as AT 
rich as is seen in other families.  Instead of the AT repeats that are commonly found, this 
family has about as much cytosine as thymine in the Right Domain and the VNTR2 
contains many cytosines mixed in with the otherwise AT rich repeats (Figure 9).  
 
  Family Emydidae  
The pond, box, and water turtles of this family are represented by eight sequences 
from four species in this analysis. Chrysemys picta (painted turtle), Glyptemys insculpta 
(wood turtle), and Trachemys scripta (pond slider) are all represented by multiple 
sequences; whereas, Pseudemys concinna (river cooter, AY515282) is represented by a 
single sequence.  Despite most of the species being represented by multiple individuals, 
quite a bit of diversity was observed within this family.   mtD-loop length varies from 
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653 bases to 1081 bases across the family.  The Left Domain is diverse among species 
within Emydidae with respect to both nucleotide sequence and length.  Higher 
conservation of the sequences begins at the first TAS of the Left Domain and continues 
through the Central Domain’s CSB-f through to the end of CSB3 (Figure 10).   
Specifically, the two C. picta (painted turtle) sequences are identical, as are the two 
sequences of T. scripta (pond slider).  What is striking, however, is that these T. scripta 
(pond slider) samples contain VNTR1 (Figure 10) which is otherwise observed only in 
the Trionychidae (Figure 7). The three G. insculpta (wood turtle) samples are partial 
sequences that are of identical length (up to where the sequences are truncated at the 5’ 
end of the AT rich region), however, one sequence is different from the other two 
sequences representing the species. A series of indels on either end of the TAS causes 
intra-species variability. 
  
 Family Geoemydidae  
 The family Geoemydidae had perhaps the most basic mtD-loop structure 
observed, despite being represented by nineteen sequences from eleven species (Table 1).  
The mtD-loop of the Geoemydidae has neither VNTR1 nor VNTR3 but rather highly 
conserved Central and Right Domains with the Right Domain ending in the typical AT 
rich stretch of sequence.  About half of the Geoemydidae represented (Cuora  
galbinifrons: Indochinese box turtle, Cuora flavomarginata: yellow-margined box turtle, 
Mauremys megalocephala: Chinese broad-headed pond turtle, Scalia quadriocellata: 
four-eyed turtle) in this analysis lack a TAS in the Left Domain. Also, one of the two C. 
flavomarginata represented is lacking the first 19 bases of CSB2 (Figure 11).  
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  Family Testudinidae  
The Testudinidae, represented by twenty sequences from ten species, has the 
highest level of intra-family diversity of the Cryptodira. These high levels of intra-family 
diversity in the Testudinidae are caused by length differences due to variation in the 
number of repeats in VNTR regions. Tortoises lack VNTR1, but they commonly contain 
either VNTR3 (Figure 12) or a region of non-repeated sequence that is highly variable in 
length within species across this family.  
 Tortoises have VNTR3 (located between CSB1 and CSB2) like the Chinese 
softshell turtle (Pelodiscus sinensis); although, other than Testudo graeca (spur-thighed 
tortoise), the repeat motif is imperfect as well as variable across species. Tortoises tend to 
have very short AT rich regions, relative to other turtles, or they lack them altogether.  
Instead of the mtD-loop ending in a run of AT rich sequence, Tortoises tend to have 
extremely long (often longer than 1000 bp) Right Domains. In the case of Testudo 
marginata (marginated tortoise DQ080047), the entire mtD-loop is duplicated possibly 
forming a pseudogene.  Another major trend of note common to Testudinidae is the lack 
of the TACAT block (Figure 12), considered the ETAS in softshell turtles (Xiong et al 
2010), that frequently occurs just upstream of the Central Domain in most turtles (Figure 
2).  
 
 Superfamily Kinosternoidea  
  Family Kinosternidae  
 The mud and musk turtles have a relatively short mtD-loop sequence (1003-1006 
bp).  The two species (Kinosternon leucostomum, Sternotherus carinatus) examined of 
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this family contain all four CSBs, the Central Domain sequence is highly conserved, and 
there is an AT rich region near the 3’ end of the Right Domain.  However, a TAS appears 
only once in the entire sequence of either species, located between the 5’ end of the Left 
Domain and the beginning of CSB-f of the Central Domain (Figure 13). 
 
Suborder Pleurodira  
 Mitochondrial D-loop sequences of the turtles of the suborder Pleurodira shared 
almost none of the trends observed among the Cryptodira.  Most representative species 
lack the CSBs, and the Central Domain is not similar enough to be aligned to species of 
the Cryptodira. Generally the mtD-loop of Pleurodira species is characterized by an 
extreme lack of primary structural conservation both within the Pleurodira and across the 
order Testudine. In fact other than Pelomedusa subrufa (African helmeted turtle) of the 
Pelomedusidae, the location of the beginning and end of mtD-loop domains could not be 
determined.  This is because taxa of the Pleurodira other than P. subrufa lack the CSBs 
which mark the transition from one domain to another. 
 
  Family Pelomedusidae  
The Pelomedusidae are represented by a single sequence from the one species (P. 
subrufa) that could be included in this analysis. This sequence contains a recognizable 
CSB-f- like sequence as well as a sequence block with strong similarities to the CSB1 of 
the Cryptodira.  This mtD-loop sequence also contains a number of TAS blocks 
throughout the length of the sequence (Figure 14). However, the sequence of this taxon is 
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more similar to the Cryptodira in terms of conserved elements of the mtD-loop than to 
other Pleurodira..   
 
  Family Clelidae  
The Clelidae, represented by three sequences from two species, do not have 
identifiable CSBs and most of the common elements of the Testudine mtD-loop are 
lacking in this family.  This family’s mtD-loop sequence does contain the TAS and has, 
instead of an AT rich VNTR2, a minisatellite region, like that of the VNTR1 of 
Trionychidae, in which the motifs vary from 75 bases to 128 bases across species (Figure 
15).  
 
  Family Podocnemididae  
The Podocnemididae, represented in this analysis by two sequences from one 
species (Podocnemis unifilis, yellow-spotted river turtle), contains very few of the 
common elements of Testudine mtD-loop.   These sequences have several copies of TAS 
throughout the mtD-loop and a VNTR region near the 3’ end.  This repeat region is 
unique in that it contains both a 20 base repeated element and an AT rich sting of bases 
alternating within VNTR2.  Most turtle species of the Crypodira have a simple AT motif 
or some other simple motif comprised nearly exclusively of adenine and thymine; 
whereas, this 20 base repeat contains several cytosines and a few guanines (Figure 16).  
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Variations within Conserved Regions 
 Conserved regions of the mtD-loop (CSBs f, 1, 2, & 3) when aligned and 
analyzed resulted in fewer variations among closely related taxa than among those more 
distantly related (Table 2).  A general trend emerged that the greater the number of 
sequences that represented a family, the more variation per sequence length was observed 
in a family.  This trend is especially true for the families Trionychidae and Testuninidae 
which were 55% and 41% variable with respect to intra-family sequence variation.  On 
the other end of the spectrum were the Chelydridae with 7% intra-family variability 
(Table 2a).  When the conserved portion of mtD-loop sequences was compared across the 
entire suborder Cryptodira, (73 sequences), 87% of the sequence sites were found to be 
variable (Table 2b).         4mm 
 
Mfold 
Every turtle mtD-loop sequence that was examined (Chelydra serpentina, Caretta 
caretta, Apalone ferox, Chrysemys picta, Kinosteron leucostomum, & Pelomedusa 
subrufa) with Mfold resulted in outputs which contained secondary structure.  None of 
the folding models contained a secondary structure that was created from TAS binding as 
was suggested by Xiong et al, (2010).  Instead each secondary structure output displayed 
folds occurring in all of the domains along the length of the mtD-loop sequence. When 
the most stable secondary structure outputs for a given sequence were compared folding 
patters at the ends of the sequence were the most consistent. The 5’ end of the Left 
Domain and the 3’ end of the Right domain contained many of the same folds among all 
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outputs for a given sequence.  The Central Domain also contained folds, but these folds 
were never the same across outputs (Figures 17-22).  
 Comparing Mfold outputs across taxa revealed some major trends in secondary 
structural patterns. The most consistent trend was that all Mfold outputs contained a tall 
hairpin fold at the 3’ end of the Right Domain (Figures 17-22). Although the specific 
structure of the folds at the ends of the mtD-loop is not conserved across taxa, the general 
structure as well as the location of these folds is consistent across taxa. A trend that is 
slightly less consistent, but still prominent is that the 5’ end of the Left Domain contains 
the same folds across Mfold outputs from a sequence.   
The most striking result may be that the Central Domain, despite its highly 
conserved primary structure, has the least conserved secondary structure even when 
comparing folding patters across outputs from a single sequence. The Central Domain 
yielded a different folding pattern in every output; the same folding pattern was never 
observed in the Central Domain regardless if outputs from the same mtD-loop sequence 
were compared or if taxa across different families were compared.   
 
DISCUSSION 
Primary Structure Models and Sequence Content 
 In general the results demonstrate that the mtD-loop sequence is highly variable 
across the order of turtles.  Mitochondrial D-loop sequences of turtles cannot easily be 
aligned due to both the high degree of variability in length and the large number of 
substitutions across taxa. Relatively low sequence conservation was observed across the 
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order of turtles though a few species for which multiple sequences were available showed 
no variation.   
Most of the differences in mtD-loop sequence length were due to a differing 
number of repeats in VNTRs. The presence of VNTR2 appears to be conserved across 
the order of turtles; however, VNTRs 1 & 3 were rarely observed outside of the 
Trionychidae (T. scripta of the Emydidae also contains VNTR 1).  This variation in the 
presence of VNTRs among taxa suggests that VNTR2 (AT-rich region) may play some 
functional role whereas VNTRs 1 & 3 may not. 
Because it seems that there is an exception to every feature in the turtle mtD-loop 
model, the major point concerning the primary structure of the mtD-loop of turtles is that 
all structures vary in their presence across the order.  Even CSB-f, which is by far the 
most conserved sequence region of the turtle mtD-loop, is not conserved across the entire 
order.  The Pleurodira differ greatly from the Cryptodira, to such an extent that not even 
CSB-f of the Central Domain can be aligned across these suborders.  
Multiple TASs (TACAT) were located across the entire mtD-loop of turtles. This 
finding contrasts with what has been reported for mammals (Sbisa et al. 1997) where the 
TAS: TACA(T) sequence is found in the TAS Region of the Left Domain, which is 
defined as upstream of the Central Domain in the mammalian mtD-loop model. These 
multiple TASs are also in contrast to the findings of Xiong et al. (2010), who reported 
TASs consistently occurring in the Left Domain of turtle mtD-loop sequences due to the 
consideration of only a few (6) turtle taxa.  
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Sequence Compilation 
The data used in these analyzes are constrained by the availability of complete 
mtD-loop sequences in GenBank; therefore, bias in sequence comparisons due to uneven 
sampling among taxonomic groups exists.  The goals of this study, however, were to 
characterize the variation in mtD-loop primary and secondary structure among turtles and 
to develop a comprehensive structural model of Testudine mtD-loop. 
 
Variation within Conserved Regions 
The primary structure of conserved sequence blocks is mostly conserved across 
the Cryptodira; however, increasing the number of taxa within a comparison tended to 
increase the number of variable sites (even when comparisons were made within the 
same family). Examination of the degree of conservation of the CSBs in the Suborder 
Pleurodira was unsuccessful due to the lack of identification of CBSf ,1, 2, & 3 in most 
Pleurodiran turtles (other than in Pelomedusa subrufa of the family Pelomedusidae).  The 
inability to detect the presence of these conserved sequence blocks in this suborder of 
turtles prevented the quantification of the degree of conservation of CSBs across the 
entire order; therefore, the term “conserved” is used loosely.   
There was a wide range in the degree of CSB primary structural conservation, 
with the greatest variability being observed in the Testudinidae and the Trionychidae. 
Within softshell turtles (Trionychidae) 55% of the sites of the conserved region 
sequences were variable among the 12 sequences (7 species) represented; whereas, within 
the tortoises (Testudinidae), with 20 sequences (10 species), 41% of sites were variable.  
Softshells turtles and tortoises appear to have extremely fast evolving mtD-loop relative 
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to most other Cryptodiran turtles such as (Emydidae; 8 sequences, 4 species, 27% 
variable sites) and  (Geoemydidae; 19 sequences, 11 species, 24% variable sites).    
 
Mfold 
  Modeling the secondary structures for one species from each of the superfamilies 
of the Cryptodira and a representative from the suborder Pleurodira (family 
Pelomedusidae), revealed that the secondary structures of a single mtD-loop sequence 
were generally similar across varying levels of stability. The multiple outputs from a 
given sequence were most similar in the Left and Right Domains; whereas, the Central 
Domain had the highest within sample folding variation.  Secondary structure was found 
to be most stable in the 5’ end of the Left Domain and moderately stable in the Right 
Domain. However, the Central Domain, with the most conserved primary structure, was 
found to be highly unstable in its secondary structure with the folding patterns varying 
greatly across outputs from a single sequence.  Among the Cryptodira, whose Central 
Domain has the highest degree of primary structural conservation, not once was a 
synonymous folding pattern of the Central Domain observed among sequences of 
different superfamilies.   
Despite the lack of conservation in primary structure between Cryptodira and 
Pleurodira, there is conservation of some secondary structural features in all mtD-loop 
sequences whose secondary structure was modeled with Mfold.  A 3’ hairpin fold in the 
Right Domain and general conservation of the presence of secondary structures 5’ of the 
Central Domain were observed, while the Central Doman/CSB folding was generally 
unstable. 
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 Previous studies of both mammal (Brown et al. 1986) and turtle (Xiong et al. 
2010) mtD-loop have suggested that TASs were responsible for physically creating a 
secondary structure in the Left Domain by folding into cloverleaf-like structure. 
Modeling in this study suggests that the TASs fail to form stable cloverleaf-like 
structures.  Despite the presence of TAS, TACAT, and its reverse complement ATGTA 
within the sequences used to model the mtD-loop, Mfold detected models with more 
stable secondary structures than a simple cloverleaf.  All turtle mtD-loop sequences 
contained TASs but the location of these TASs varied across taxa.  TASs were found in 
every domain within the mtD-loop when considering all the turtles included in this study. 
However, some taxa lacked TAS blocks in the Left Domain, which suggests that the TAS 
in the Left Domain is not solely responsible for termination of mtDNA strand synthesis 
(Sbisa et al. 1997) in turtles.   
 Mfold modeling suggests that TASs are not responsible for creating stable 
secondary structures in the mtD-loop.  The conservation of the primary structure 
(sequence TACAT) of TASs may be more important than any role that TASs play in 
secondary structure formation.  Rather than forming cloverleaf folds in the mtD-loop of 
turtles, TASs may serve as recognition and binding sites for replication terminators or 
transcription repressors (Madsen et al. 1993). 
 
D-loop Structure as it Relates to mtDNA Strand Synthesis Regulation  
Investigations of the role of the mitochondrial mtD-loop in mammals (Brown et 
al. 1986) suggested that CSBs serve regulatory roles in the transcription and replication 
of mtDNA.  The CSBf of the central domain was hypothesized to be the site of origin for 
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mtDNA replication, and CSBs 1-3 were hypothesized to serve as promoter sites for 
transcription. TASs were identified upstream of CSBf (in the Left Domain) and 
hypothesized to form a cloverleaf-like secondary structure which served to slow or 
terminate mtDNA replication or transcription (Brown et al. 1986). If CSBs f, 1, 2, and 3 
serve as promoter regions for mtDNA strand synthesis, or specifically as recognition sites 
for polymerase attachment, then heavy strand synthesis should proceed 5’ to 3’ moving 
from the CSB region toward the Left Domain and into the coding genes of the 
mitochondrial genome around through tRNA-Phe and terminating near the AT rich 3’ 
end of the mtD-loop.  
Comparisons of the CSBs identified in mammals (Sbisa et al 1990) to those 
identified in turtles (Xiong et al 2010), revealed substantial similarities, suggesting that 
the CSBs in turtles serve the same function as had been inferred for their role in 
mammals. However, the degree of conservation of CSBs reported in earlier studies of 
turtles (Xiong et al 2010) is greatly overstated when a more comprehensive sample of the 
order Testudine is considered as in this study.   
The observation that the Central Domain secondary structure is unstable, relative 
to the 5’ and 3’ flanking regions, suggests that the modeled secondary structures of the 
Central Domain likely are not real i.e. are not found in vivo. It is more likely that the 
CSBs serve as promoter regions involved in mtDNA strand synthesis and are recognized 
by a protein or RNA (Saccone et al. 1987); thus the primary structure of the CSBs is 
more important than their secondary structure.  Because the CSBs are not completely 
conserved across higher order taxa within Testudine it is also likely that these promoter 
regions may be species specific (Sbisa et al. 1997).   
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This hypothesis of mtDNA strand synthesis, based on the primary structure of 
relatively conserved regions of the mtD-loop, is only speculative with regard to turtles; 
however, functional assays have been performed in mammals.  Sbisa et al. (1990) 
demonstrated that mtDNA transcripts are terminated at the 3’ end of the mtD-loop, 
whereas Madsen et al. (1993) demonstrated that conserved primary structural elements 
serve as protein binding sites.   
In order to test the hypothesis of the function role of CSBs in turtles, direct 
investigated using molecular techniques, such as those performed in mammals (Sbisa et 
al. 1990; Madsen et al. 1993), would be necessary.  Furthermore it should not be 
overlooked that, if in the Cryptodira, there are elements within the mtD-loop which serve 
to regulate mtDNA synthesis and transcription, then the Pleurodira should also contain 
such elements.  These elements could not be identified within families of the Plerodira 
therefore suggesting considerable differentiation between these two suborders of turtles 
that diverged about 170 million years BP (Joyce et al. 2013).  If there were more 
Pleurodira mtD-loop sequences available, then it may have been possible to identify 
conserved sequence elements within the Pleurodira.  It is also likely that these Pleurodira 
conserved elements would follow similar trends to those identified in the Cryptodira in 
respect to number and location of domains, CSBs, TASs, and perhaps even VNTRs, 
given the trend observed in mammals (Sbisa et al. 1997) and Cryptodiran turtles.   
 
Conclusions 
In summary, the major conclusions that can be drawn from this study are as 
follows: both primary and secondary structures of the mtD-loop across the order of turtles 
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are highly variable. General trends in primary structure show that CSBs are conserved 
relative to the remainder of the mtD-loop sequence within the suborder Cryptodira; 
however, there is little conservation in primary structure of the mtD-loop between 
Cryptodiran and Pleurodiran turtles. General trends in secondary structure show that the 
most common element across the entire order Testudine is an AT rich fold near the 3’ end 
of the Right Domain. Because the trends in mtD-loop structure in Cryptodiran turtles fit 
the mammalian model of mtD-loop function, it is reasonable to assume that these 
common elements in primary and secondary structure in turtles also function to regulate 
mtDNA synthesis. Future work should include investigations employing molecular 
techniques in order to confirm this hypothesis empirically.    
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Table 1.  Classification of extant turtles including the sub-orders Cryptodira and Pleurodia as well 
as their associated super-families and families. The G, S, & I followed by numbers on the right 
side of the figure represent the number of genera, species, and individuals respectively that 
were represented in this study. Note that all but the *Dermatemydidae were included in this 
study.  No mtD-loop sequences were available on GenBank for this turtle family at the time this 
study was conducted.  
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Table 2. Variation across concatenated and aligned CSBs f, 1, 2, & 3 of the Cryptodira 
where % variable is the number of variable sites divided by the total length of CSB 
sequence.     
 
Taxon N=sequences percent variable  percent conserved 
CHELYDROIDEA 
      Chelydridae 2 7% 93% 
CHELONIOIDEA 
      Cheloniidae 3 25% 75% 
   Dermochelyidae 1 0% 100% 
TRIONYCHIA 
      Trionychidae 12 55% 45% 
   Carettochelydae 2 0% 100% 
TESTUDINOIDEA 
      Emydidae 8 27% 73% 
   Platysternidae 2 0% 100% 
   Geoemydidae 19 24% 76% 
   Testudinidae 20 41% 59% 
KINOSTERNOIDEA 
      Kinosternidae 2 6% 94% 
Taxon N=sequences percent variable  percent conserved 
All Cryptodira 71 87% 13% 
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Figure 1: mtD-loop model of mammals constructed from a consensus model of those mtD-loop 
models for several orders of mammals presented by Saccone et al. 1991.  The mtD-loop is 
partitioned into the Left, Central, and Right Domains. The Left Domain includes the early 
termination associated sequences ETAS1 & ETAS2. The Central Domain contains the CSB with 
the highest degree of conservation across mammalian taxa: which is referred to as CSB-f, and 
the Right Domain includes the conserved sequence blocks CSB1, CSB2, & CSB3.  With the 
exception of CSB3 shown in parentheses, these elements are common to all mammalian mtD-
loop models (Sbisa et al. 1997).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Model of mtD-loop in turtles by Xiong et al. (2010) where the Left and Right Domains 
are referred to as the TAS domain and the CSB domain respectively.  The TAS domain contains 
one TAS as well as a variable number of tandem repeat sequence block (VNTR1). The Central 
domain includes CSB-f, and the CSB domain contains three CSBs: CSB1, CSB2, & CSB3 similar to 
what was reported in mammals by Sbisa et al. (1997). The CSB domain in turtles published by 
Xiong et al. (2010) also includes VNTR3 near the 5’ end of the mtD-loop.  VNTR2, a sequence 
element is present only in the Chinese softshell turtle (Pelodiscus sinensis), is located between 
CSB1 and CSB2.  
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Figure 3. This figure displays a general model of common elements of mtD-loop across the order 
Testudine. TASs (TACAT) are found throughout the mtD-loop.  VNTR1 is found in the mtD-loop 
of turtles belonging to the family Trionychidae (and T. scripta, the pond slider of Emydidae); 
whereas, VNTR3 has only been identified in P. sinensis, the Chinese Softshell Turtle.  VNTR2 is 
common to all turtles analyzed and is a region of AT rich repeated elements. VNTR= Variable 
Number of Tandem Repeats. TAS= Termination Associated Sequence, CSB= Conserved Sequence 
Block.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CSB1 R. norvegicus  TATTTTATTCATGTTTGTAAGACATAA 
CSB1 L. punctata  ????...-AC-..C....CG......? 
         
CSB2 R. norvegicus  ??AAACCCCCCCACCCCCT? 
CSB2 L. punctata  CT.........T......CA 
 
CSB3 R. norvegicus  TGC-CAAACCCCAAAAAC?? 
CSB3 L. punctata  .CGT............T.CG 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of conserved sequence blocks between representative mammal species 
and turtle species as reported by Brown et al. (1986) and Xiong et al. (2010) respectively. CSB# 
R. norvegicus=mammal represented by Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus), CSB# L. punctata =turtle 
represented by Indian flapshell turtle (Lissemys punctata).  
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Figure 5. mtD-loop model representing both family Chelydridae and family Cheloniidae. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. mtD-loop model of family Dermochelyidae.  
 
 
Figure 7. mtD-loop model of family Trionychidae.  
 
 
Figure 8. mtD-loop model of family Carettochelydae.  
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Figure 9. mtD-loop model of family Platysternidae. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. mtD-loop model of family Emydidae. 
 
 
Figure 11. mtD-loop model of family Geoemydidae. CflavomarginataEU708434 is missing the 
first 19 bp of CSB2. 
 
 
Figure 12. mtD-loop model of family Testudinidae. 
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Figure 13. mtD-loop model of family Kinosternidae. 
 
 
 
Figure 14. mtD-loop model of family Pelomedusidae. 
 
 
 
Figure 15. mtD-loop model of family Chelidae. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. mtD-loop model of family Podocnemididae. 
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Figure 17. mtD-loop folding  models of  C. serpentina NC011198 (Chelydroidea; Chelydridae) 
with a) the most stable and b) second most stable secondary stuctures predicted by Mfold. 
Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 bases.  
Base position 226 and 559 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. The 
symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; negative values are most stable. 
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Figure 18. mtD-loop folding  models of  C. caretta NC016923 (Chelonioidea; Cheloinidae) with a) 
the most stable and b) second most stable and c) third most secondary stuctures predicted by 
Mfold. Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 
bases. Base position 307 and 651 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. 
The symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; negative values are most stable. 
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Figure 19. mtD-loop folding  models of  A. ferox FJ890514 (Trionychoidea; Trionychidae) with a) 
the most stable and b) second most stable and c) third most secondary stuctures predicted by 
Mfold. Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 
bases.  Base position 554 and 883 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. 
The symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; negative values are most stable. 
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Figure 20. mtD-loop folding  models of  C. picta AF069423 (Testudinoidea; Testudinidae) with a) 
the most stable and b) second most stable and c) third most secondary stuctures predicted by 
Mfold. Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 
bases. Base position 306 and 641 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. 
Base position 799 marks the 3’ end of CSB3. The symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; 
negative values are most stable. 
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Figure 21. mtD-loop folding  models of  K. leucostomum NC014577 (Kinosternoidea, 
Kinosternidae) with a) the most stable and b) second most stable secondary stuctures predicted 
by Mfold. Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 
bases.  Base position 213 and 557 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. 
The symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; negative values are most stable. 
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Figure 22. mtD-loop folding  models of  P. subrufa NC001947 (Pleurodira; Pelomedusidae) with 
a) the most stable and b) second most stable and c) third most secondary stuctures predicted by 
Mfold. Sequence foldings were output in a linear fashion with tick marks indicating every 100 
bases.  Base position 304 and 512 mark the 5’ and 3’ ends of the Central Domain respectively. 
The symbol dG signifies the change in free energy; negative values are most stable. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Appendix Table 1. Nuclear Microsatellite Results 
Microsatellite Bands 
Annealing 
Temp 
Peaks Reference Notes 
MR5 yes 55 71,91,97 Mantziou et al. (2005)  
MR8 yes 55 many peaks Mantziou et al. (2005)  
MR9 weak 55 154 Mantziou et al. (2005)  
MR1 no 55 none Mantziou et al. (2005)  
MR2 no 55 none Mantziou et al. (2005)  
MR3 no 55 none Mantziou et al. (2005)  
CM58 yes 45,50 not Msat FitzSimmons et al. (1995)  
CM3 yes 60,50,55 not Msat FitzSimmons et al. (1995)  
EI8 yes 55,50 not Msat FitzSimmons et al. (1995)  
CC117 yes 55,50 not Msat FitzSimmons et al. (1995)  
TERP 5H2 yes 55,50 139,205 Hauswaldt & Glenn (2003)  
CM72 yes 55,50 not Msat FitzSimmons et al. (1995) many peaks 
PS40 yes 50 123,185,192 Romano (GenBank inference)  
EB17 yes 50 185 Osentoski et al. (2002) 
Inconsistent 
amplification 
PS04 yes 50 86,91 Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS34 yes 50,55 83 Romano (GenBank inference)  
CM84 yes 55,50 none FitzSimmons et al. (1995)  
TERP 5H3 yes 55,50 none Hauswaldt & Glenn (2003)  
PS21 yes 55,50 not Msat Romano (GenBank inference) many peaks 
PS36 yes 55,50 not Msat Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS25 yes 50 120 Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS01 yes 50 100,112, 180, 184 Romano (GenBank inference) 
2 allele artifact 
(180,184) 
PS10 yes 55 not Msat Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS29 yes 55,50 not Msat Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS24 yes 50 none Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS13 yes 50 none Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS38 yes 50 none Romano (GenBank inference)  
PS03 yes 50,55 none Romano (GenBank inference)   
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APPENDIX B  
 
Appendix B1. GenBank accession numbers for all turtles included in this study 
 
Cryptodira (Straight Necked Turtles)   
 Chelydridae (Snapping)    
C. serpentina         NC011198              
M. temminckii        NC009260              
 
CHELONIOIDEA    
 Cheloniidae (Sea)  
E. imbricata         NC012398               
C. mydas         NC000886                   
C. caretta         NC016923                 
 
 Dermochelyidae (Leatherbacks)   
D. coriacea         JX454992                
 
TRIONYCHIA      
 Trionychidae (Softshells)   
D. subplana         NC002780               
P. sinensis         GU568175               
P. sinensis         AY962573               
P. cantorii         JN016747               
P. cantorii         NC015825               
P. steindachneri        FJ541030          
P. steindachneri        NC013841          
A. ferox         FJ890514                  
A. ferox         NC014054                  
T. triunguis         AB477345               
T. triunguis         NC012833               
L. punctata         NC012414                
 
 Carettochelydae (Pig-nosed)   
C. insculpta         FJ862792               
C. insculpta         NC014048               
       
TESTUDINOIDEA      
 Platysternidae (Big-headed)   
P. megacephalum        DQ256377            
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P. megacephalum        NC007970            
 
 Emydidae (Pond Turtles/Box and Water Turtles)  
C. picta         AF069423                  
C. picta         NC002073                  
G. insculpta         EU016337              
G. insculpta         EU016312              
G. insculpta         EU016336              
T. scripta         NC011573               
T. scripta         FJ392294               
P. concinna         AY515282               
 
 Geoemydidae (Asian River Turtles, Leaf and Roofed Turtles, Asian Box Turtles) 
P. mouhotii         NC010973              
P. mouhotii         DQ659152              
C. pani          GQ889364                  
C. pani          NC014401                  
C. aurocapitata        AY874540          
C. aurocapitata        NC009509          
C. amboinensis        NC014769           
C. galbinifrons        NC014102          
C. galbinifrons        EU809939          
C. flavomarginata        EU708434        
C. flavomarginata        NC012054        
M. mutica         NC009330                
C. reevesi         AY676201               
C. reevesi         NC006082               
C. atripons         EF067858              
C. atripons         NC010970              
S. quadriocellata        NC011819        
S. quadriocellata        EF088646        
M. megalocephala        NC015101         
 
 Testudinidae (Tortoises)   
P. pardalis         NC007694                
M. tornieri         NC007700                
T. graeca         DQ080049                  
T. graeca         NC007692                  
T. graeca         DQ080050                  
T. kleinmanni         DQ080048              
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T. kleinmanni         NC007699              
T. marginata         DQ080047               
T. marginata         NC007698               
T. horsfieldii         DQ080045             
T. horsfieldii         NC007697             
I. forstenii         DQ080044               
I. forstenii         NC007696               
I. elongata         DQ080043                
I. elongata         NC007695                
I. elongata         DQ656607                
M. impressa         NC011815                
M. impressa         EF661586                
M. emys         DQ080040                    
M. emys         NC007693                    
 
KINOSTERNOIDEA      
 Kinosternidae (Mud and Musk)   
K. leucostomum        NC014577             
S. carinatus         NC017607 
  
*Dermatemydidae (South American River Turtle) *Not represented on GenBank 
 
Pleurodira (All Side-necks)    
 Chelidae (Austro-american Sidenecks)  
C. fimbriata         NC015989               
C. rugosa         HQ172157                  
C. rugosa         NC015986                  
  
 Pelomedusidae (Afro-American Sidenecks)  
P. subrufa         NC001947                 
  
 Podocnemididae (Madagascar Big-headed & American Sidenecks)  
P. unifilis         NC018865                
P. unifilis         JF802204                
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Appendix B2 Conserved sequence blocks (CSBs) among the Cryptodiran turtles 
                   CSBf           CSB1                
CserpentinaNC011198     AGAGATAAGCAAT  TTAATGCTTGTTGGACATA  
MtemminckiiNC009260     ............C  ...................  
EimbricataNC012398      ...A........C  ..........CAA......  
CmydasNC000886          ...A........C  .........A.AA......  
CcarettaNC016923        ...A.........  .........T.A.......  
DcoriaceaJX454992       ...A........C  ......AGAC.GAAC.CAC  
+DsubplanaNC002780      ............C  ....CTGC.TG.C.GACAT  
+PsinensisGU568175      ...A........C  ..........AC.......  
+PsinensisAY962573      ...A........C  ..........AC.......  
+PcantoriiJN016747      ...A........C  .....T.A..C.T.TAGG.  
+PcantoriiNC015825      ...A........C  .....T.A..C.T.TAGG.  
+PsteindachneriFJ541030 ............C  ............AA.A..T  
+PsteindachneriNC013841 ............C  ............AA.A..T  
+AferoxFJ890514         ............C  ..........A.A......  
+AferoxNC014054         ............C  ..........A.A......  
TtriunguisAB477345      ...A.........  ........C.AAA......  
TtriunguisNC012833      ...A.........  ........C.AAA......  
LpunctataNC012414       ...A.......TC  ........A.A.A......  
CinsculptaFJ862792      ...A..C.....C  .........TA........  
CinsculptaNC014048      ...A..C.....C  .........TA........  
PmegacephalumDQ256377   ............C  ............A......  
PmegacephalumNC007970   ............C  ............A......  
CpictaAF069423          ............C  ........A..A.......  
CpictaNC002073          ............C  ........A..A.......  
*GinsculptaEU016337     ............C  ...........A.......  
*GinsculptaEU016312     ............C  ...........A.......  
*GinsculptaEU016336     ............C  ...........A.......  
+TscriptaNC011573       ...A........C  ........A..A.......  
+TscriptaFJ392294       ...A........C  ........A..A.......  
PconcinnaAY515282       ...A........C  .........A.AA......  
PmouhotiiNC010973       ............C  ...........A.......  
PmouhotiiDQ659152       ............C  ...........A.......  
CpaniGQ889364           ............C  ...........A.......  
CpaniNC014401           ............C  ...........A.......  
CaurocapitataAY874540   ............C  ...........A.......  
CaurocapitataNC009509   ............C  ...........A.......  
CamboinensisNC014769    ............C  ...........A.......  
CgalbinifronsNC014102   ...A........C  ...........A.......  
CgalbinifronsEU809939   ...A........C  ...........A.......  
CflavomarginataEU708434 ...A........C  ...........A.......  
CflavomarginataNC012054 ...A........C  ...........A.......  
MmuticaNC009330         ............C  ...........AA......  
CreevesiAY676201        ............C  ...........AA......  
CreevesiNC006082        ............C  ...........AA......  
CatriponsEF067858       ............C  ........A..A.......  
CatriponsNC010970       ............C  ........A..A.......  
SquadriocellataNC011819 ...A........C  ...........A.......  
SquadriocellataEF088646 ...A........C  ...........A.......  
MmegalocephalaNC015101  ............C  ...........AA......  
PpardalisNC007694       ...A........C  .....AA.ATAATT.GGAC  
MtornieriNC007700       ...A........C  ...........A.......  
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TgraecaDQ080049         ...A........C  ...........AA......  
TgraecaNC007692         ...A........C  ...........AA......  
TgraecaDQ080050         ...A........C  ...........A.......  
TkleinmanniDQ080048     ...A........C  ...........A.......  
TkleinmanniNC007699     ...A........C  ...........A.......  
TmarginataDQ080047      ...A........C  ...........A.......  
TmarginataNC007698      ...A........C  ...........A.......  
ThorsfieldiiDQ080045    ...A........C  ...........A.......  
ThorsfieldiiNC007697    ...A........C  ...........A.......  
IforsteniiDQ080044      ...A........C  ...........A.......  
IforsteniiNC007696      ...A........C  ...........A.......  
IelongataDQ080043       ...A........C  ...........A.......  
IelongataNC007695       ...A........C  ...........A.......  
IelongataDQ656607       ...A........C  ...........A.......  
MimpressaNC011815       ............C  ...........A.......  
MimpressaEF661586       ............C  ...........A.......  
MemysDQ080040           ............C  ...........A.......  
MemysNC007693           ............C  ...........A.......  
KleucostomumNC014577    ...A.CC.T...C  .........A.AA......  
ScarinatusNC017607      ...A.CC.T...C  .........A.AA......  
 
 
                 CSB2               CSB3 
CserpentinaNC011198       GTAAACCCCCCTACCCCCC  TCGTCAAACCCCTAAATCC 
MtemminckiiNC009260       ...................  ................... 
EimbricataNC012398        T..........CC.....A  .T.C............... 
CmydasNC000886            C.................G  ...C............... 
CcarettaNC016923          T..........C......A  ................... 
DcoriaceaJX454992         C.T..A.....CTA.....  ...C........A....A. 
+DsubplanaNC002780        C..................  ............A...... 
+PsinensisGU568175        C..................  ............A...... 
+PsinensisAY962573        C.................G  ............A...... 
+PcantoriiJN016747        C..................  ............A...... 
+PcantoriiNC015825        C..................  ............A...... 
+PsteindachneriFJ541030   C...G.TA.........T.  ..........A.ATG..A. 
+PsteindachneriNC013841   C...G.TA.........T.  ..........A.ATG..A. 
+AferoxFJ890514           C.................G  ............A...... 
+AferoxNC014054           C.................G  ............A...... 
TtriunguisAB477345        T.................A  ............A...... 
TtriunguisNC012833        T.................A  ............A...... 
LpunctataNC012414         T..................  ............A...... 
CinsculptaFJ862792        T............T.....  .GTGT............A. 
CinsculptaNC014048        T............T.....  .GTGT............A. 
PmegacephalumDQ256377     T..................  ................... 
PmegacephalumNC007970     T..................  ................... 
CpictaAF069423            C..................  ................... 
CpictaNC002073            C..................  ................... 
*GinsculptaEU016337       C..................  .................?? 
*GinsculptaEU016312       C..................  .................?? 
*GinsculptaEU016336       C..................  .................?? 
+TscriptaNC011573         C..................  ................... 
+TscriptaFJ392294         C..................  ................... 
PconcinnaAY515282         C.................T  ................... 
PmouhotiiNC010973         C..................  ................... 
PmouhotiiDQ659152         C..................  ................... 
CpaniGQ889364             C..................  ................... 
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CpaniNC014401             C..................  ................... 
CaurocapitataAY874540     C..................  ................... 
CaurocapitataNC009509     C..................  ................... 
CamboinensisNC014769      C..................  ................... 
CgalbinifronsNC014102     C..................  ................... 
CgalbinifronsEU809939     C..................  ................... 
CflavomarginataEU708434   ???????????????????    ................... 
CflavomarginataNC012054   C..................  ................... 
MmuticaNC009330           C..................  ................... 
CreevesiAY676201          C.................G  ................... 
CreevesiNC006082          C.................G  ................... 
CatriponsEF067858         C..................  ................... 
CatriponsNC010970         C..................  ................... 
SquadriocellataNC011819   C.................G  ................... 
SquadriocellataEF088646   C.................G  ................... 
MmegalocephalaNC015101    C.................G  ................... 
PpardalisNC007694         C...C......CC.ATTAA  ..................T 
MtornieriNC007700         C.T..A.....CCT.....  ................... 
TgraecaDQ080049           C..........CC......  ............A...... 
TgraecaNC007692           C..........CC......  ............A...... 
TgraecaDQ080050           C..........CC......  ............A...... 
TkleinmanniDQ080048       C..........CT......  ............A...... 
TkleinmanniNC007699       C..........CT......  ............A...... 
TmarginataDQ080047        C..........C.......  ............A...... 
TmarginataNC007698        C..........C.......  ............A...... 
ThorsfieldiiDQ080045      C..........CT.....G  ............A...... 
ThorsfieldiiNC007697      C..........CT.....G  ............A...... 
IforsteniiDQ080044        CCTT.AA....CC......  ............A...... 
IforsteniiNC007696        CCTT.AA....CC......  ............A...... 
IelongataDQ080043         C..........C.......  ............A...... 
IelongataNC007695         C..........C.......  ............A...... 
IelongataDQ656607         C..........C.......  ............A...... 
MimpressaNC011815         C..........C.......  ............A...... 
MimpressaEF661586         C..........C.......  ............A...... 
MemysDQ080040             C..........C......A  ............A...... 
MemysNC007693             C..........C......A  ............A...... 
KleucostomumNC014577      .C.................  .T.C........A...A.A 
ScarinatusNC017607        .C................G    .T.C........A...A.A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
